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McGovern Sets Date To Reveal
Party Plan To End Vietnam War
By R. GREGORY NUKES . war, he told newsmen in Great
ident Agnew campaigned for
Associated Press Writer
Falls, Mont., Tuesday.
the ticket in Indiana and MonSen. George McGovern will
McGovern, who planned ap- tana. He plauned to go today to
announce on Oct. 10 a plan to pearances in Buffalo and New
South Dakota, McGovern's
end the Indochina war, his York City today, criticized Nixhome state, and to Nebraska.
campaign aides say. It will be on administration spending polIn Great Falls, he praised the
part of an intensive antiwar icies, saying Nixon is trying to
administration's initiatives in
campaign by his supporters escape responsibility for "the
farm exports, saying they
during the Columbus Day wee- mammoth budget deficit projmeant "cash in the pockets of
kend.
ected for 1973."
American farmers." He also
McGovern "will tell America
He'said the total deficit dur- said the Democratic Congress
what Ric
Nixon cannot: We Nixon's first term may ex- has acted on only six of 31 adhow a presid t of the- United Ceed $100 billion and accused
ministration proposals on the
States can bring all of our serv- the administration of conenvironment.
icemen out of Vietnam and 'ducting a "political con game"
The Nixon campaign organback to America," said Law- in its demands for a $250 billion
ization Tuesday began. disrence 'O'Brien, chairman of ceiling on federal spending.
patching 9.3 million letters to
McGovern's Democratic presiMcGovern's running mate, lists of voters in California,
dential campaign.
Sargent Shriver, appealed for New Jersey, Illinois and PennBut Vice- President Spiro T. the labor vote in Columbus, sylvania. spokesman said the
A
Agnew hinted that the Nixon Ohio, telling a labor group: ''In goal
is to increase the Nixon
administration may have some every stage in his career Rich- vote
by 2 per cent over what it
peace developments of its own ard Nixon has said no to prowould otherwise be.
to announce. There are "some grains designed to benefit the
American Party presidential
things I can't relate" con- workers of this country."
cerning attempts to settle the
"Any labor leader who tells candidate John Schmitz said in
you to vote for Richard Nixon Atlanta, Ga., Tuesday his party
is telling you to vote against 'will be listed on the ballots in
your own interests-to slash at least 32 states and he has an
your own throats-to vote "excellent" chance of winning
against the labor movement," in California, Michigan and
Wisconsin.
he Sall•
The. CalitoOia congressman
President Nixon has nbt
scheduled any canipaign ap- predicted the voters will turn t0
pearances this week. Vice Pres- the American party in four
years. "If Richard Nixon is reelected, things are going to get
so bad that people are going GI
remember who told them the
Good hick to Frances Miller.
truth in the first place," he
said.
A,nd to Mrs. Greene°. Wilson,
too.
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In Our 93rd Year

Congressman "Frank
Stubblefield's
phone

A.
in

illsolisiston, D.C. is 1..202-226-

3115.
We needed to get two
passports expedited the other
day and we called his office, and
got fast results. Our passports
came throughinteeeed--time. It
is good to have someone there
in Washington to get things done
when you need it.
This weather we have had
since Saturday is about as good
as a person would want.
Mother Goose Fashions puts
on a style show for the little ones
last night at the Holiday Inn.
With our granddaughter performing, naturally we went,
took pictures, etc.
They all did very well and
seemed to enjoy it, In fact some
of them enjoyed it so much they
wanted to keep right on
displaying what the well
dressed youngster of today will
wear.
---Wr-viirirenjoyed the international omelet. Granddaughter finished off most of
our toast and jelly. Said she
"wiked" it.
Somebody described Federal
and State taxes as a double
wring ceremony.
Some young fellow gave as
'the best use of cowhide,"to hold
the cow together".
Another said the main contribution of the automobile
today is that it did away with
horse stealintt.

Auctioneers
Attend Meet Baar To Conduct
At Princeton

Otto Chester, Dan Miller, and
John Randolph, auctioneers
Robert K. Baar, director of
from Calloway , County, and choral activities at Murray
their wives attended the West State University, is serving as
ftenteehy Auctioneers conductor of the West TenAssociation meeting which was. nessee Choral Festival during
held at the Village Inn in the -meeting of the West TenPrinceton, on October 1.
nessee Education Association
"The purpose of the meeting Oct. 4-5-6 in Memphis.
was to become better informed
On the . final day of the
as an auctioneer and to provide meeting the 300-voice choir will
a more valnahte service to the sing for the general meeting of
public in the sale of personal all tea-Cliersi-Baar will conduct
property and real estate at a clinic for all choral teachers
public auction," a spokesman in West Tennessee during the
said.
afternoon.
Col. John O'Connor . from
Baar has been invited to
Owensboro, president of the conduct choral clinics in several
--West Kentucky Auctioneers other locations during . the
Association presided over the school year..
-11-6-4111 travel to
meeting.
Svannah, G4., next March to
Cot J.0. Briggs, President of conduct the Georgia All-State
the Kentucky Association of Chorus.
Auctioneers, gave a talk on the
auctioneering profession. He
said that sale by public auction
is recognized by many governmental agencies as being the
best way to -establish fair
market value of real or personal
property.
Other speakers on the
program included' Col. Rex
Profit, Col. Robert Aimley,
directors of the State KAA, and
Mr. Don' Jones, an attorney
from princeton.
Following the business
ineetihg a "Fun for the Fund"
Auction was held with various
auctioneers auctioning surprise
packages.
Another feature of the
meeting was a display of some
rare and unusual pieces from
the antique collection of Mr. and
Mrs. Kelsie Tudor, Auctioneer
Rev, Frank E. Floyd
from Princeton.

Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club Meets On Thursday

The Twin 1.akers Good Sam-We did not third too much of Club will have its regular
the endink, last night of _the,, meeting on Thursday, October
Ponderosa rerun. Adam should' 5-, at 7:30 p.m. at the home of Dr.
and Mrs. Dale Lemons,
have gone on to save the girl.
Gatesborough Circle:(Continued on Page Twelve)
Plans will 'be Made for the
forthcoming campout at Piney
Cardp Ground-in--the Land
Between the Lakes October 1315.

The Weather

JACKSON PURCHASE
Partly cloudy
through
Thursday. Low tonight mid to
upper 50s, high Thursday in
upper 70s. Friday partly cloudy
. and mild.._
--E11/Pffded outlook Friday
through Sunday
Partly cloudy with- mild
temperatures through the period. Highs in the 70s. Lows in
the 50s.

FREE KITTENS
Four kittens,seven weeks old,
are freelo pers ,ris for pets. For
information call 7.5.3-5032.
SHRINE BREAKFAST
The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will have its
monthly fellowqhip breakfast
for members and their families
at the Holiday Inn on Sunday.
October 8, at nine.a.m. .

Puryear Church To
Hold Revival Meet._
Revival services will begin
Monday, October 9, and continue through Sunday, October
15, at the Puryear Baptist
Church.
Rev. Frank E. Floyd, pastor
of the Euclid Avenue Baptist
Church, Knoxville, Tenn., will
be the evangelist. He is an
outstanding evangelist and has
many friends in this section of
the state, according to Rev.
Norman Culpepper, pastor of
the Puryear Church.
Galon Glover of the Puryear
Church will be directing the
music for the services to be held
each evening at 7:30.. A nursery
will be provided.
Rev. Culpepper said everyone
is cordially invited to attend the
services at the church next
Week. •
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Revenue Sharing Breakdown
For State To Be Refigured
WASHINGTON
i AP)-The are most disturbing for the City
breakdown of $87.3 million in of Murray and while the forfederal revenue-sharing money mula is complex, there just
expected to go to Kentucky will seems to be some inhave to be recomputed because consistencies."
The Mayor listed eight cities
of what officials term "computer errors."
in Kentucky to illustrate the
Sen. Marlow Cook, R-Ky., disparity in the revenue sharing
said Tuesday that "because of breakdown for Kentucky.
a number of computer" errors,
The eight cities are:
the breakdown of the $87.3 milMurray, with a population of
lion will have to be recalcu- 13,484 was scheduled to receive
$66,621.
lated.
Glasgow, population 10,901,
The City of Murray's
allocation was reported by Sen. scheduled to receive $136.942.
Danville, population 11.486,
Cook's office last week to be
$66,621, much to the dismay of scheduled to receive $186,553.
Princeton, population 6,110,
city officials who had. been
informed earlier that Murray scheduled to receive $126,219.
Mayfield, population 10,948,
would receive in the neighscheduled to receive $183.669.
borhood of $130,000.
Somerset, population 10,389,
Ellis
Holmes
Mayor
presented copies of a letter he scheduled to receive $129,540.
had -written Sen. Cook to the
population
Caiiipbellsville,
END OF THE LINE-This
the scene in Fremont,Calif., after a San Francisco Bay area Rapid City Council at the last meeting 7,498, scheduled to receive
Transit System train overshot the Fremont station, plunging through a sand barrier and wire fence of the Council Friday night. in $91,603. • before coming to a halt on a parking lot. Note the "stop" sign on lot. Ell Palmer, a train attendant, the letter,. Mayor Ellis, listed
Maysville, population 7,514, .
was hospitalized with possible internal injuries.
several cities:1n Kentucky' that scheduled to receive 8197,535.
were scheduled to receive much,
(AP Wirephoto
iContinued on Page Twelve) —
higher grants than Murray, in
light of the figures released by
in Aurora Arts & Crafts
office
Cook's
Sen.
Washington.
The Mayor urged Sen. Cook to Fair Planned, Weekend
investigate the figures because
of the apparent miscalulation
The Aurora Arts and Crafts
Fair will be held Saturday' and
for the city,
Mayor Ellis said in his letter Sunday, October 7 and 8, from
ten a.m, to dusk at the Happy
to Sen. Cook:
WASHINGTON (API - The jected any liberalization of his
One accirlent wai---itTa---"t-reatize these - allocations Hollow Amusement Center.
Senate has rejected a liber- plan. ,
Included in the fair will -be
vestigated by the Mw-ray Police are preliminary, however; they
alized version of President Nixexhibits of paintings, jewelry,
AS it was voted on, the Department Tuesday morning
on's welfare-reform plan, vir- amendment called for a guar- at the intersection of Elm and
ceramics, driftwood, caholes,
tually assuring that this Con- anteed annual income of $2,600 12th, aecording to police
leather, and many other crafts.
gress will enact no far-reaching compared with $2,400 favored reports.
The event is sponsored by
changesin the welfare system. by Nixon, and somewhat broadAurora Funland, Inc., and the
Vehicles involved were driven
By a 52-34 vote Tuesday, the er aid than the President fa- by Joe P. McDaniel, Route
admission is free.
Senate rejected Sen. Abraham vored for the working poor.
FT. JACKSON, S.C.-Army
Five, and Juanita I. Zeiss of
Ribicoff's proposal based on
Stevenson's proposal would. Paducah, police said.
Private Tommy H. Hooks, 19,
Nixon's family-assistance plan set the guaranteed income at
Investigating officers said the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bud H.
but enlarging its benefits.
$2,400 but would retain other, McDaniel vehicle was headed Hooks, 312 N.
Murray,
- Still another variation of the more_ libert features of the east an Elm,and the Zeiss care recently completed eight weeks
plan is expected to be called up
was h,eaded•nortf.on- 12th when of basic training at Ft. Jackson,
by Sen. Adlai E.'Stevenson III, (Continued on Page Twelve)
S.C.
the accident occurred.
1)-Ill., as debate continues
The Zeiss vehicle was
He received instruction in
today on the big Social Securdaiiiaged to the right side of the drill and ceremorties, weapons,
ity-welfare bill. But it appears
car, and no .damage was map reading, combat tactics,
to have little chance of pasreported ,to the McDaniel military courtesy, military
Robert L. Whitten, director of •
.ISO
sage.
vehicle, according to police.
justice, first aid, and army criminology in the department
The bill has been before the
irt__ the history and traditions.
•
of sociology and anthropology
Senate for a week, but repeated
Pvt. Hools -i•-teettred this atlikitrayState tfniversity,-has--..
interruptions for other business
Citations issued Tuesday by training with Company C, 10th
have delayed action on it. The
The Hazel Elementary School_ the police included one for Battalion of the 2nd Brigade. been named to serve on . an
advisory committee for training
floor manager, Sen. Russell B. will hold its Fall Festival -on unnecessary noise and one for
He is a 1972 graduate of and education established by
Long, D-La., said he still hopes Saturday, October 7. The event improper registration.
Murray High School.
the Kentucky Department of
for passage by the end of the is sponsored by the ParentCorrections.
week.
Teacher Club. Admission will
He said the purpose of the
The Ribicoff amendment was be 15 cents and 25 cents with all
group is to link the efforts of
killed on a tabling motion made persons completely costumed
corrections - ad
higher
by Long.
admitted free.
education to meet both the
Ribicoff, D-Conn., first inPrizes will be awarded for
immediate and long range
troduced his proposal a year individual and couple costumes
correctional iiiaripinver needs in
ago with widespread support in both adult and children's
Kentucky.
from governors, mayors' and divisions.
Membership of the committee
many national organizations.
Hamburgers, hot dogs, pie,
consists , of
professional
He later cut it back consider- and drinks will be served in the
corrections personnel, inably in an effort to, reach a school cafeteria opening - at six
cluding -Charles J. Holmes,
compromise with the,adminis- p.m.
WASHINGTON (AP), -, An Northern Democrats, reminded
tration, but the Preside reThe festival will begin at 6:30 increase in the federal min- Farm Belt congressmen that Kentucky commissioner of
p.m. Numerous activities will imum wage appears doomed. major crop legislation will ex- corrections, as chairman, and
_representatives of • state
include a country store, The House has refused for the pire next year.
basketball throw, cake walk, second tithe to hold a conferIf the mininiwit-wage legisla- universities with some type of,
ping porig toss, bingo, dart ence with the Senate to work tion fails, Burton said, "it will program in , law cliff oi-cement,
game, fish pond, and fortune out a compromise. •
be difficult to get members corrections. criminal-.justice' or
telling. costumes will be judged
from
the big cities to see and craninology.
Republicans and Southern
Whitten rioted that the
at 7:30 pin.
Democrats, who want assur- vote for the interests of the rucooperative function of the Three kings and queens will ances the Senat'b% bill will be ral areas."
be selected from the candidates scaled down before they agree
Farm opposition was cen- professional and educational
from all eight grades. The to a confer.enee, teamed up to tered on provisions in the Sen- combination on the committee
nine defeat the motion for a confer- ate bill that would require food is to improve the quality' of
Sid Easley of Murray has crowning will take place at
poi.
drawing
the
followed
by
and agricultural processors to -educational offerings while
ence. 196 to 188.
been named. Calloway County
toward • further
for
for
Tickets
a
ham.
cobntry
pay overtime to employes. working
the
conservative
Last
Aug.
1
Walter
campaign chairman for
avelapinent, of ..s.entinuing
inthe
purchased
ham
can
be
their
work
Most
of
seais
of
a
triumphed
coalition'
by the
"Dee" Huddleston, Democratic
education prOgrains for those
advance from a Hazel student. same eight-vote ,margin, 198 to iContinued on Page Twelve)
candidate for the U.S. Senate.
i-urceatly -----7eitiployed
in
Popcorn, homemade candy, 190. Rep. John H. Dent, D-Pa.,
The announcement was made
co ,rrections.
the
on
drinks
sale
at
will
be
and
mianager of the bill, says he
by Judge A.J. Jolly, HudThree% degree programs in
concession stand throughout the will cot try again this session.
dleston's state campaign
correctiiiiis are being offered at
evening.
Besides
minimum
leaving
the
chairman.
Murray State for the first time
wage at $1.60 an hour, the vote
Easley, Calloway-- County
this fall-an associate degree in
drove a wedge'between urban .
- .
attorney, is listed among the University School PTA
corrections, an associate
and rural congressmen that
1971 Outstanding Young Men 14
The Murray-Calloway'County degree in law enfol'ceinein, and
could make it hard to pass Ministerial Association will
Aiiierica. A graduate of Murray
the baccalaureate degree in
farmlegislation in the future.
State University and te Plans Supper Meeting
- meet at 9:30 ani. on Thursday criiinnolOgy,
•
Just before the vote was,, at the - Murray' Christian
University of Kentucky, he is
Courses were offered for the
Rep.
Phillip
taken,
Burthn,
DThe
With
chairman of the Recreational
University
School
Church. 15011 Chestnut,
first tittle-last year;and now the
Calif., head of a bloc of liberal Brother Dean- Ross,'serving as
Parent-Teacher Association •
4dvisary Committee, vice
curriculum has grown to inheld its - first meeting of the
chairman of the Purchase Area
host.
clude 25 separate courses in the
chairmanschool
Crime Council, vice
year on Thursday, OcThe program for this meeting • three programs. Several
PROvIDENCE CLUB
of-the Westen Kentucky Mental tober 5, a the school.
The New Providence Club has will be a panel prjsentation by. -departments and programs,
A potluck supper will be changed its meeting from representatives from Recovery', including
Health-Mental Retardation
political science,
A
Board,Red Cross treasurer and served'et .six p.m. followed by Tuesday, October 10, , to Inc.
psychology, soeiology, and
a member4 of the First open house foe the parents.
'All clergyinen of the area are anthropology, general business
Tuesday, October 24, at one
' Bill Price, PTA president-,:Methodist Church.
The meeting will beheld at cordial' invited to attend, and socialleork, are invOlved in
He and his wife, Melissa, have urges all University' School the newly constructed home of accOrding to Rev. Robert A.
Providing -fatality for teaching
two sons, Donald and Eric.
parents.to 'attend.
Brockhoff, chairman.
Wks. Anton Herndon.
•
the courses.

Senate Rejects ICollision Is
Investigated
Welfare Measure By_City Police

Hooks Completes
Basic Training

Fall Festival Will
Be Held Saturday
At Hazel School -

Whitten Named
To Committee
On Corrections

incident.-

-

-

Minimum Wage Increase
Doubtful After Refusal
Of House On Conference

Easley Named
Calloway Head
Foriluddleston

Ministerial Group

To Meet Thursday
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Ten Years Ago Today
LI1DGZR

Tilllal FUJI

Elvis Wilson, age 71, a retired farmer of Farmington Route One, died yesterday morning.
Walter Lee Steely, Murray College High FFA
member, was awarded the American Farmer
degree at the
National FFA convention. His
teacher, Charles L. Eldridge, has been selected as
:one of 25 outstanding vocational agricultural
teachers in the United States.
Pictured today are drum majors, Jack Gardner of
Louisville and Joe Overby of Murray, and
majorettes, Henrietta Davis of Grayville,
Marjorie Banks of Murray, and Janice Barnes of
Henderson, Tenn., for the Murray State College
Band.
Dale Nance, son of Mr. and Mrs. Purn M. Nance,
stationed in New York City, has been promoted to
Specialist Four with the U.S. Army.
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CHICKEN GAME
APOLOGISTS FOR GUERRILLAS

20 Years Ago_ Today
LEDGE& & TOON ma.

"Chief Webb asks us to remind people about the
four way sign at 12th and Main Streets," from the
column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray."
B.W. Edmonds and W. Robert Perry of Murray
will attend a meeting of the Southern States
Cooperative in Louisville on October 9.
livEss Mary Beth Graves and Ottis Pate Valentine
were married September_ 26 at the Bardwell
Methodist Church.
The Murray High School Tigers blasted Fulton 46
to 12 in a football game last night.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
But this man (Christ) after he had offered one
sacrifice for sins forever, sat down on the right hand
of God.-Hebrews 10:12.
The sacrifice of Christ for our sins is complete and
eternal-but it must be accepted.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
There are two kinds of fat people-those whose fat
goes under the belt and those whose fat goes under
the hat. Only the latter are incurable and that is
because they cannot see their overweight in the
mirror.
"Fat heads, lean brains."
-Italian Proverb

Beacon is memorial
to dedicated cleric
_

By HORTENSE MYERS
United Press International
A new beacon on • tower
near the nation's capital has a
guiding, rather than, warning
significance.
The perpetually lighted tower is * memorial to the late
Rev. Glendale Burton,• native
of Ekin, Ind., who lived and
worked in the Arlington, Va.
and Washington area for 29
years. He also was an adviser
for the United Nations on
religious matters.
The Arlington United
Methodist Temple, where he
was counselling minister for the
last seven years of his life, is an
unusual church. It is a
"marketplace" church in an
office building constructed over
a filling station on a hill across
the Potomac River from
Washington's Georgetown
area. The church building was
just a dream when Burton
joined its ministry and the
congregation was meeting in
borrowed locations, including •
motel and a school, until
shortly before his death.
Arlington Temple members
decided that perpetual lighting
of the steeple on their new
building would be the most
fitting memorial they could
plan to Burton. Dr. James L.
Robertson, the senior minister,
referred to the work done by
the counselling minister as
bringing "light to a darkened
way.' As counsellor, he had
worked with many troubled
persona, from children with
,suicidal or homicidal ten-dencies to high federal
government officials overwhelmed with tamili antrwork '
problems.
'
Delicate task•
"The delicate and difficulte-.1
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TIMES-MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Arab attitude can prove costly
The. Israeli military foray into
Lebanon to give Palestinian guerrillas, as well as the government which
shelters them, an object lesson was
another display of the discipline,
strength and surgical precision of
the Jewish army and air force.
The lesson was plain. You will pay
in full measure for each act of ter4urism anywhere in the world, such
as the killing of 11 Jewish athletes 1n
Munich, Israel told the Palestinians.
To Lebanon and the other Arab nations, Israel was saying that you will
have to pay a high price indeed in
lives, property and national esteem
if you continue to offer aid and sanctuary to the terrorists.
Not the least of the reasons for the
Israeli exebrsion into Lebanon was
to vent the outrage that its own people felt at the unconscionable slaying of 11 Jewish Cily-mpic athletes.
All in all, however, it is a dangerous game for all concerned. Arabs
showed little penitence after the Israeli military forces withdrew. The
clashes of armies and the subsequent artillery and bazooka duels
between Israel and Syria are moves
away from a permanent cease fire,
not toward it. Also, the increased
tensions gave the Soviet Union an..
opportunity to boost arms shipments
to Iraq, and to'renew promises of assistance to guerrillas.
Despite the punitive Israeli action,
Palestinian terrorists still retain the
-capability of striking anywhere in

the world as the assassination of Dr.
Ami Shachori, the Jewish agricultural aide in London, shows.
Israel, hemmed in by Arabs and
fighting for her very survival, believes it has no other alternative but
to seek an eye for an eye.
Less understandable is the eagerness of such nations as Egypt, Lebanon and Syria to be used as pawns
by the terrotists---=to accept heavy
losses of lives and property as the
result of somebody else's activities.
Nor is the militant Arab attitude
understandable in terms of economic survival. The Soviet Union, for example, has withdrawn much of its
economic support from Egypt and
left President Sadat saddled with a
$6 billion debt. Surely Egypt cannot
believe that it will get a warm reception from the West, to which it now
must turn for aid, if it applauds the
guerrillas, as it has been doing.
Lebanon, a historic trading nation,
also depends financially upon the
good will of the West. Syria's arrest
of Maj. Richard Barrett, a U.S.
attache in Jordan, was short sighted
and foolish.
So far as the rest of the world is
concerned, it is a melancholy fact
that United Nations envoy Gunnar
Jarring has not talked to the Middle
East antagonists since. December,
1971 - and that-each rocket that is
fired pushes farther ahead the day
when he may resume discussions.

Indians hope for Nixon fall

task of helping people fit the
broken pieces of their lives
Editor's-Note: This is one Ili a
r again exacts a heavy
continuing series of articles
toll when done in a conscientious manner," Robertson
taking a look at how other nacommented. "This is the
tions view the U.S. Presidential
glorious price that people like
elections.
Glen Burton pay when the
work they love to do demands
By S. MUTHIAH
more than *he body and mind
- Copley News Service
and emotions can perform."
To a friend, Burton once
MADRAS, India - Ition
- or
said: "When there is a voice
McGovern? It won't make
calling in distress, somehow I
feel impelled to try to hear what
much difference to a nation pf
is being said and to answer with
550 million, 70 per cent of wheal
some form of hope, if not a
are illiterate.
solution. One of my college
Most are unlikely to have
student friends, age 21. asked
heard of the U.S. elections, let
me to follow the rule contained
alone the candidates. And those
in 'The Art of Selfishness.' But
who have- heard of the Novemthere is small satisfaction in
ber balloting probably don't
selfishness for me."
care one way or another who
In his work, he attempted to
guide persons into thinking
wins.
their own way through their
All most of them know is that
problems to a satisfying
America is no friend of India.
conclusion. "Persuasion rather
They know that America is a
than edict is the technique
friend of India's "enemies"
which validates Jesus as the
Pakistan and China. To the
Christ," he said,"Not one of us
poor Indian peasant, life is as
can be driven, even to Heaven.
simple as that: good guys verWe would rather go to hell of
sus the bad guys.
our own choice."
"Science has proved the
Since Indo-American relaorderliness of God but Divine
tions reached the present low,
Providence has left it up to the
entirely due to Mr. Nixon's
will of man to accept love,
view of the world, both governintelligent good will, as the
ment officials and the more
intended pattern for our human
educated Indians would be only
and divine association," he
too'happy if the President were
once commented. "Sin is
to fail in his bid for reelection.
an thing which blocks the
'viduiil in growth toward 'McGovern would be welcomed,
od."
it is conceded here, even if his
His Indiana schooling at
"cotne home America" slogan
Taylor University and Butler
were to mean a continuation of
University School of Religionnow Christian Theological . no aid to India.
What the "prairie PopuSeminary-was followed by
list's'' rallying cry really
additional .work at 6nierican
Means to this part of the, world
University after he Moved to
is that it is a harbinger of the
Washington.

withdrawal of American interference from the affairs of
weaker and smaller nations,
particularly in Asia.
India has consistently condemned America's role in
Southeast Asia, especially in
Vietnam. India, as chairman of
the International Control Commission, has long felt that the
1954 Geneva Agreement could
not be implemented because of
South Vietnam's intransigence,
aided and abetted by the United
States.
President Nixon has never
taken kindly to India, perhaps
in part because India has not
tried to woo him over the years.
Soon after his 1953 visit to
Karachi as vice president
under Eisenhower, Pakistan
jumped on the American bandwagon then being steered by
Dulles.
In 1964 Mr. Nixon visited
India as a private citizen and
was roundly snubbed. In Pakistan, on the other hand, he has
received a hero's welcome on
each of his six trips he has
made - four as a private citizen. .
Mr. Nixon's failure to do any
thing to alleviate the sufferings
of Bangladesh ( when it was
East Pakistani, his almost callous unconcern over the millions of refugees and the
slaughter in East Bengal, his
"tilt" towards Pakistan, and,
the last straw, waving the big
stick by dispatching units of the
7th Fleet to menace India's
east coast installations at a
time- when no Americans re-

Hal Boyle

Nopsor

When Is A Person_Oldr

FRANKFORT, Ky.-Ge...
Your visits to the doctor
By HAL BOYLE .
Wendell Ford and state Natural
aren't very interesting, because
NEW YORK (AP) -"Dear
Resources Commissioner Poor Man's Philosopher,
he already knows by heart all
Thomas 0. Harris have pledged
the things wrong with you, and
"How can a person tell for
"full cooperation" and support sure whether he has grown old?
you already know there isn't
for an in-depth study of the There seems to be a growing
anything new he can tell you.
development and utilization of tendency in America to make
If you're still on the job, noKentucky's forest resources. anyone over 30 feel like he is a
body else in the office feels it
The survey, to be undertaken relic, but I am twice that age
necessary to wake you up if
by the Kentucky Forestry and don't regard myself as an
you doze off in the swivel chair.
Council, is designed to establish antique. Just when is anyone The years have made you safe
a platform for long-range land- really old?
from executive ire.
use planning and forest policies
If you're retired, your wife
"A Mere 64."
"I am very aware of the
says, "you're underfoot more
Dear Mere 64:
importance of Kentucky's
As one who at 61 still finds now, Henry, than our three
forest and forest-based in- himself dismayed by the im- children used to be when they
dustries in the state's economic possibility of denying that he were all young.''
growth," Governor Ford said. must be getting middle-aged, I
You can spend all day doing
"We must make a strong effort find the specter of old age un- nothing, and still have to admit
to maximize the use of this comfortable, too.
at nightfall that you've got it
valuable resource::
But there is no doubt that only half done.
He said the proposed study, most people get old in time,
"if supported by a sound plan and there are symptoms that
for action," can be a "most reveal when this has happened.
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP,
important step in this direcMANAGEMENT AND CIRYou are probably old if CULATION:
Date of filing Oction."
People accuse you of being in
tober 1, 1972. Title of Publication,
Kentucky Forestry Council your third childhood.
Ledger and Times. Frequency of
issue, daily except Sunday.
officials said "periodic progress
You get more letters from
Location of known office of
reports" will be made to the Uncle Sam enclosing checks
publication, 103 North Fourth
governor, and to Commissioner than dunning you for more tax
Street, Murray, Calloway County,
Ky., 42071. Location of the
Harris as well as to the General money.
headquarters of general business
Assembly's Interim Committee
offices of the publisher, 103 North
Somehow you are seeing
Fourth Street, Murray, Calloway
on Agriculture and Natural more
breakfast
television
County, Ky., 42071. Names and
Resources.
shows than late movies.
addresses of publisher, and
The council is an advisory . A good long nap after lunch
managing editor, James C.
Williams, Murray, - Kentucky,
group designed to coordinate refreshes you more than a
news editor, Gene McCutcheon,
the forestry policies and whole night's sleep - which, of
Murray, Kentucky. Owner (if
programs of industry, con- course, you no longer get any- owned by a corporation, its name
and address must be stated and
servation groups,educators and Way.
also immediately thereunder the
agencies at all levels of
names
and
addresses
of
If you pat a young girl on the stockholders
owning or holding 1
government.
shoulder in public, gossips no
percent or more of total amount
Robert H. King, council longer say, "WhY, he's old of stock.' If not owned by a cor
pOration, the names and adchairman, said the' present enough to be her father." They
owners
survey will be the first "Major say,"Whyrshe's young enough dresses of the individual
oth
ow
en
red by
a usptart
study" of Kentucky's forest to be his granddaughter." But m
bn
eertvip
en.orIf
corporate:7 firm, its name and
resources since 1955.
the thing they like to say most address, as well as that of each
-Every great surge forward of all is, "It's a pity isn't it? - individual must be given.) Ledger
in forestry in Kentucky has The older they get, the younger and Times Publishini5 Company,
Inc., 103 North 4th St., Murray,
been preceded by the sort of they like them." •
Kentucky. JameS C. Williams,
review now proposed," King
Murray,
Kentucky; Mrs. James
But you no longer feel it neeC.
Williams, Murray, Kentucky;
said. He pointed to the Clifford eesary to worry about your repMrs. W.P. Williams, Paris,
Hall Reports of 1.909-1911, the utation. You only wish that a Tennessee. Known bondholders,
Central
States
Forestry tenth of what the gossips sus- mortgages, and other security
holders owning or holding 1
Congress held in Louisville in pect about you would come percent
or more of toal amount Of
1932 and the Society of true.
bonds, mortgages or other
securities (If there are
SO
American
Foresters-Pack
You spend moretime in fu- state) NONE. Total t4p.none,
COPieS
Forestry Foundation Study in neral homes than you do in X- printed (netoress run);
average
NO. copies each issue during
1945.
rated movies. And when you preceding
12 months, 6513, Single
Such studies do more than accompany a departed friend issue
nearest to filing date, 6775.
merely establish a program or all the way to the cemetery,
Paid circulation: Sales through
platform," he said. "Properly sometimes you wonder if it's dealers and carriers, street
vendors and counter sales
promoted, they establish in the worth all the trouble to make average NO. Copies each issue
during preceding 12 months, 3344.
public mind the forestry the long trip back to town.
Single issaiprviau-est to Mina date.
problems of the state and the
You have trouble commit-- 3558 Mall subsCrIptions, average
need for action."
nicating with people, because No. copies each issue during
12 months, 3033.
Kentucky has almost 12 the young don't listen and your preceding
Single issue nearest to filing
million acres of commercial old friends have become too date, 3128. Total paid circulation,
average No. copies each issue
timberland, controlled by deaf to hear.
during preceding 12 months. 4177.
243,000_ farmers and_other
Because few can save enough
Single issue nearest
private owners in holdings that to meet all the rainy days that
average less than 100 acres. In come with age, you think into filing date,6687.
addition to representing $146.4 flation is a worse danger than
Free distribution (including
million in raw material for sin.
settnple) by mail, carrier or other
means, average No. copies each
industry, these forests provide
Instead of hurrying across issue during preceding 12 months,
scenic and recreational at- the street to get out of the way lit; Single
issue nearest to filing
tractions,,watershed protection of an automobile, you stop now date, 64. Total distributIOn
average No copies each 'issue
and habitat for fish and wildlife. and then and shake your fist at during
preceding 12 months, 6498;
The state's forest industries the driver and make him come
ingle itsue nearest to filing date,
6750.
provide nearly 20,000 job op- to a complete halt.
Office use, left over, .unacportunities throughout the
counted, spoiled after printing,
commonwealth. Forest inAverage No. copies each issue
CAR CHATTER
during preceding
25;
dustry payrolls in 97 of KenIf you have a typical eight- Single issue nearest12tomonths,
filing date,
tucky's 120 counties total 883.6 cylinder car, your carburetor 25. Total, average No. copies
each
million and generate an ad- mixed nearly 3 billion cubic issue during preceding 12 months,
Single issue nearest to filing
ditionar$52.7 million in indirect feet of air with 666 gallons of 6513;
date, 6775.
wages. Their capital in- gas and each valve opened and
I certify that the 'statements
Made by me above are correct
vestment in plant and equip- closed 15 million times.
and complete. James C. Williams.
ment totals $259.8 million and
gross sales amount to 8262.4
million annually.

Hospital Report

mained in East Bengal, have
all embittered India.
September 30, 1972
And, for the first time, the ADULTS..90
man-in-the-street has begun to NURSERY ..8
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
feel that America, because of
its might, takes it for granted
DISMISSALS
that it can order weaker, develMiss Janice Jean Parrish, Rt.
oping nations about.
6, Murray, Mrs. Libbie Cothran
Mr. Nixon's game of and Baby Girl, Rt. 3, Benton,
"footsie" with China - and as Mrs. Peggy Copeland and Baby
part of which game there was Boy, 203 S. 11th, Murray, Miss
specific mention of Indo-Pakis- Katherine Elizabeth Fitzhugh,
tan problems and no mention of 1003 Madison, Paris, Tenn.,
other trouble spots - only Hamilton Eugene Bartik
is, 411
further aggravated the situa- Blythe, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Inez
tion. And Mrs. Indira Gandhi, Smith, 736
Nash, Murray, Mrs.
the prime minister, minced no Lydia
Ann Phillips, Rt. 6,
words when she said, "We will
Murray.
not allow China and the United
States to decide what should
happen in Asia."
Mrs. Gandhi herself has
never been appreciated by
President Nixon. Both he and
his chief foreign policy adviser,
pen 6:30-Start 7:00
Dr. Henry Kissinger, were, it is
believed, rather taken aback
Ends Tonite
by her tough, single-mindedness. Perhaps they expected a
"BONNIE'S KIDS" &
more feminine approach, or, at
least, the soft, eager-to-com"BRUTE CORPS"
promise stand her father, who
Nixon
Mr.
professes to admire,
used to take.Thur.-Frl.-Saf.
_ McGovern's "come home
Arnerica"- slogan - if it becomes a means of total isolation - will not be welcomed in
India. But if it means a withdrawal of U.S. military presence and arms aid, substituted
by economic aid on a more retoo,tioirt
alistic level then the United
WI* gohr.
States is going to find many
real friends again in this part of
the world.
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some
book.
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movie
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Miss 'Mary White
daughter of Mrs. Maurir

of Murray, was mar
Phillip Douglas Hockin
Mr.and Mrs. Max D. H
Olney, Ill., in a Se
wedding at the First
Church, Murray..
Dr. H. C Chiles
the impressive can
double ring ceremony
thirty ii'cli.)ck in the a
The altar was center
brass arch candelab
wined eith jade and
with towering bra
candelabra on either
wined with jade and
Flanking the candela
brass basket arrange
white roses and sna
Brass stands with 1
tainers of inaidenh
were used in front of
and organ. Tall
_decorated the choir.
vase of white roses
dragons was used i
tistry. The brass knee
was. used by the
couple.
The family pe
decorated with aisle
accented with jade,
and white velvet ri
A program of nu
was presented by
W. Farrell, organis
Robertson,
Jr.,
Selectcons by the •
eluded Theme (rot
Somewhere My Lo
of '42, Sweetheart o
Liebestraume, T
Romeo and Juliet,
Love Story, an
•'Trumpet Volun
played for the en
wedding party
traditional weddin
Wagner was play
entered. Mende
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complaint.
I can get an
chewing gum
This doesn't
please find
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DEAR
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Mark 0. Ha
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nert to
agree, poor
Now you've
to do all I c
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humiliated
bosoms
still looking
Well, I
girls he I
are usually
miniskirt
whom he's
stares and
times
My h
married d
well.
Don't
honestly t
think?
DEAR
doctor. A
Um, and
behavior,
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ping I
realize
watch
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Hopson-Hocking Vows Solemnized At Church
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surrounded by camelia leaves
and ivy.
The matron of honor, Mrs.
in Steele Ho •n, sisterin-law of the bri.e, wore
formal gown of American
Beauty satin and rose silk
georgette. The natural waistline
was accented with a band of
satin and the bodice was fitted
and had a flip tie cowled
neckline with long sheer
• sleeves. The easy drindle iskirt
of satin featured a patch pocket
for which herTlffany nose gay
was
designed of pink
sweetheart roses and baby's
breath decorated with A
American
Beauty
satin
streamers. She wore a headdress,nf two shades of American
Beauty and rose designed into a
cluster worn on the back of her
head from which flowed tiny
streamers of satin.
Miss Rebecca Jo Robertson
and Miss Margaret Jane
Hocking, sister of the groom,
were-the bridesmaids who were
attired identically to the honor
attendant.
Dale Camnion of Woodriver,
Mo., served as best man.
Groomsmen were Danny
Grimes and George LeQuire of
Murray. The ushers were Jo
Germann of .Mt. Vernon, Ill.,
and Lawrence Brock of Murray.
The bride's mother wore a
floor length gown of silk chiffon
in aubergine fashioned shirtwaist style with white silk faille
collar and cuffs. The skirt was
fashioned of fluted pleats and
she chose accessories of matching hue. Her corsage was a
white gardenia attached to the
neckline of her gown.
Mrs. Hocking, mother of the
groom, wore a floor length gown
of silk chiffon in seafoam green.
The fitted bodice had a roll
collar and long sleeves with a
satin belt ,of the same color
worn at the natural waistline.
The skirt was fashioned of
fluted .pleats and she chose
accessories in a matching hue.
Her corsage was a white cattleya orchid pinned to her
Mrs. Phillip- Douglas Noclung
purse
Reception
Mrs. Maurine J. Hopson, white, and American geauiy bush, and burning tapers.
mother of the bride, entertained roses in a silver container. On Baker's fern was used On either
wit& a reception at the Murray either side stood three branch side Ofthe hearth. *Richard • Jones • provided
Woman's Club house im- silver candelabra with ivory
mediately followipg the wed- burning tapers. The four tiered background music at the piano
wedding cake, accented at the on which was placed a five
ding.
The bride's table was covered top with a bouquet of pink roses: Nianehed .candelabi'
withwas placed at one end ef the' ivory burning tape
with a floor length white cloth
table and coffee was served to
with Boston ivy gracefully
Assisting at the reception
draped around the table and the guests from a silver service were Mesdames Coleman J.
caught at the corners with at the opposite end. Mints and McDevitt, Louis C. Ryan, A.
bouquets of pink roses, baby's nuts in silver bowls also Douglas Wallace, Conrad H.
adorned the table.
-By Abigail Van Buren
breath, Baker's fern, and
Jones, Gus Robertson, Jr., C. C.
The punch table was covered Lowry, E. S. Diuguid, C. L.
American
Beauty
velvet
bows.
DEAR ABBY - I live in SaIi;Oru., and here is my
The center of the table held -an With a white linen cutwark cloUj Sharboeough, James C. Hart,H.
complaint. The government gives me food stamps for which
arrangement of tuberoses, pin, and pink champagne punch wig* L. Daley.- lairry OrrTaincl TtrnI can get anything I want to eat. They even let me have
served from an antiquet cut Murphy, and Misses Medelyn
chewing gum. But they won't give me soap or toilet paper!
glass punch bowl which Lamb, Nancy Jones, and Kay
This doesn't make any sense to me, and I would like you to
belonged to the bride's paternal Beaman.
please find out how come, because those items are a lot
grandmother, Mrs. Mary White
After the reception the couple
more important than chewing gum. Thank you.
Hopston. Two single silver left for a wedding trip to French
.
MRS. C. IN OREGON _
candleholders surrounded by Lick, Ind., with the bride
-Mrs. Mary Jane Timmerman, pink roses and ivy adorned the wearing a red double knit errDEAR MRS. C.: It didn't make any geese to me either.
art instructor at Murray State table. Finger Sindwiches,
so I referred your complaint to your very able senator,
University, was the speaker c'anapes, and horsd'oeuves
Mark 0. Hatfield. He replied: "Congress sought to get food
Into the stomachs of the truly needy, so by law, only FOOD' l'hu‘sotiasi.„ afternoon for the were served from silver trays.
Magazine Club. Mrs. Carlisele
• be obtained with food stamps. Not only is cleanliness
The guest register -table was
Cutchin was hostess to the club
next to Godliness, it is as essential to good health as food. I
presided over by Mrs. Steve
which filet in the Murray
agree, poor people need soap more than they need gum.
Trevathan. The table was
Woman's Club House.
Now you've given ME something to chew on. and 1 am going
draped in a white linen- floor
Mrs. L.J. Hortin, president,
to do all I can to improve the situation."
length cloth and a single
conduCtea* the business.
American Beauty rose in a bud
Mrs.
Tionnerman, speaking
Mrs. - Dela Stewart was
DEAR ABBY: I just read about the woman who is
vase
adorned the table.
on "Visual Challenges,', used a
humiliated because her husband gawks at women with big
honored with a surprise open
The fireplace was decorated
projector and slides to show the
bosoms The explanation was that such men are little boys
house at her home at 310 North
with magnolia leaves, gardenia
challenging art of the 1960's,
Sixth' Street, Murray, on Sunstill looking for "Mommy."
and the-influence the i raps haye_,,
day, September
Well, I have a husband who likes to look, too, but the
24. in
had on.professional art.
girls he looks at in no way -resemble his "Mommy." They
celebration of her 80tb birthday.
Twentijsfour members and a
• The honoree is the wife of
are usually teen-agers. When he sees a young girl in a
guest, Mrs. Nora Myer, St.
miniskirt and a nice figure he forgets where he is and
Charlie .Stewart .Who died in
Louis, Mo., were present,
whom he's with. He gets as close as he can to her, and just
January 1970 prior to their 70th
stares and stares. And the look on .his face is frightening at
wedding anniversary on April 1
of that year.
times
My husband is 50 and so am I. I have a figure my
She has two daughters, Mrs.
married daughters envy and I keep my hair nice and dress
.Miss Helen Jane Vowells of Harry (Flora( Moore and Miss
well.
Henderson, bride-elect of Dale Inez Stewartof Murray,and one'
Don't tell me to talk to my pastor. He is my pastor. I
Parker, was honored with a sort, Col. R. C. Stewart of San
honestly think this rnan is sick in the bead. What do you
bridal shower on Friday, Antonio., Texas, who arrived
think?
WORRIED IN FLORIDA
September 72, at the Goshen September 29 for a visit with 'his
mother.
United Methodist Church.
DEAR WORRIED: I think you ought to get bim to a Mrs. Stewart and her family
Mrs. Lula Robertson of the
The
hostesses
occasion
for
the
doctor. A man of the cloth can't afford to sally his reputaWestview Nursing Home Were Mesdames Joe Pat expressed thanks and aption, and he surely will if he doesn't quit this unbecoming
celebrated her 85th birthday on Witherspoon, Groover Parker, preciation to each. one who
behavior. Pastors are not saints. litstors are people. and
Sunday, September .24, with a Gene Parker,and James Suiter. called at the home or honored
they are susceptible to the same Illnesses land weaknesses!
dinner held at the home of her
For the special event the Mrs. Stewart in any way on her
as the rest of as.
daughter, Mrs. James Frazier. honoree chose to wear from her 90th birthday.
The honoree was the recipient trousseau a gold knit dress
Signing the- register at the
DEAR ABBY: I wonder if any of your readers are
of many gifts and cards. Her trimmed in navy with navy open house were Mrs: Dola G.
bothered by the same thing that bothers me. When shopgranddaughter, Mrs. Betty accessories. She was presented Sallyer of Paducah, Mrs. Pearl
ping I will often look up and see someone watching me! I
Elkins, had baked a special a corsage of gold baby mums. Kimbro, Mrs. Verble D. Yates,
realize that with all the shoplifting going on, they have to
birthday cake for Mrs.
Her mother, Mrs. Douglas Mrs. Ruth Wilson, Otis fiepry,
watch people, but you would think they would have trained
Robertson.
Vowells
of Henderson, and her Miss Rozella—Ilenry, Mr. and.
personnel who could do this subtly so as not to make the
Guests 'were her children, mother-in-law to be, Mts. Mrg. J: D. Grurin, Mrs. Louise
customers feel they are being spied on.
grandchildren, great granp James A. Parker of .Murray, Steele` Mr. and Mrs. .R.; R.
A friend of mine who works in a supermarket told me
children, and cousins. Present were presented corsages of fall Parker, William Kimbro, Mrs.
that he was told to keep his eye on me' (I have already
were Mr. and Mrs. Noel flowers.
Delina Trotter, Mrs. Lanie
this.]
about
lawyer
my
taked to
Robertson and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Eula Walker,
Eldridge,
The
presented
honoree
was
If I am suspicious looking it must be from a complex I
Mrs. Wylie Gupton, Mr. and with a steam iron from the Mrs. Opal McCuiston. Mrs.
have. I am shy by nature and do it like to look people
Its. Thurman Albin aid hostesseg along with her man; Jack Kennedy,Mrs. E. C. Janes.
squarely in the face. I can't help it. It hurts to think I am
(wilily, Bill Adams, Mrs. tinda other gifts.
Mrs. Wilson' Garrison, Miss
not trusted because I would never steal anything.
Faye Jones and family, Mrs.
Punch arid cake were served Merle Kmimrbro Mr. and Mrs.
Thanks for letting me get'this off my chest.
W. A. Elkins and family, Mr. It' those present including Charlie Kinibro,Mrs. Nancy
INNOCENT BUT LOOKS GUILTY
and Mrs. Barney Darnell, Mrs. Miss Margaret Whitmore who H• ick, Mrs. Luvean Mdupin,
Howard Kline, Mr. and Mrs. will be bridesmaid for the Mrs. Addle Crass, Mrs. Birdie
DEAR ABBY, I think I have an even more touche'
Michael Kline, Mr. and Mrs. honoree, and her sister-in-law, Parker,. Mrs. -Maudie Armreply for the person who says, "I'll tell you something very
Durwood tsiotts and family, Mr. WS. Judy Vowells.
,Mrs... Mildred Stalls,
.
-—
confidential if you promise not to repeat
Mrs-.—Eormie West, the
Forty-five -persons were Rev. Richard E. Walker, Castle
Say, "Don't tell me. You know I can't keep my mouth
honoree-,. and the .Frazier present or seat gifts. for the
CiarristairSTEVEN C.
abut any better than you can."
faintly.
aed Mrs.'.Rudolph Howard.
mcation.

r—
comocaiLtd.wuNI

Miss 'Mary White Hopson. ding March was used for the
- daughter of Mrs. Maurine Jones recessional.
Selections by Mr. Robertson
o eve ,
of Murray, was married to were Twe
Phillip Douglas Hocking, son of Thou Goest, and The Lord's
Mr. aed Mrs. Max D. Hocking of Prayer.
Olney, Ill., in a September
Bride's Dress
wedding at the First baptist
The bride, escorted to the
Church, Murray.
altar by her brother, William
Dr. H. C:' Chiles performed Steele Hopson,
was radiantly
the impressive candlelight lovely in
a Victorian inspired
double ring ceremony at five- formal gown of ivory
peau de
thirty o'clock in the afternoon. soie combined with ivory
rose
The altar was centered with a pointe' lace. The
natural
brass arch candelabrum ent- waistline was defined with a
wined viith jade and pluinosus narrow bias band, featuring
a
with towering brass spiral demi-fitted bodice fashioned
candelabra on either side ent- with a V-yoke of rose pointe'
wined with jade and plumosus. lace and a high neckline 'acFlanking the candelabra were cented by a tiny rolled collar.
brass basket arrangements of Long shin sleeves were acwhite roses and snapdragons. cented with a french cuff and
Brass stands with large con- miniature silk covered buttons.
tainers of maidenhair ferns The soft dirndle skirt was
were used in front of the piano gracefully full with a repeat of
and organ. Tall palms the yoke design, a triangular
- decorated the _choir loft and a pattern_ of. __rose pointe' lace
vase of white roses and snap- appliqued and rising from the
dragons was used in the bap- hemline to mid-knee and
tistry. The brass kneeling bench covering the long chapel train.
was used by the wedding Miniature silk buttons were
couple.
placed from the neckline to the
The family pews were lace detdil on the skirt.
decorated with aisle candelabra
Her ivory veil of silk illusion
accented with jade, English ivy,
was fasioned with a bouffant
ribbons.
velvet
and white
tier designed elbow length with
A program of nuptial music
another tier which was formal
was presented by Mrs. Richard
length attached to a French
W. Farrell, organist, and Gus
handmade headdress, a Queen
Robertson,
Jr.,
soloist. Anne's tiarra, elegantly beaded
Selectfons by the organist inwith seed pearls and a bugle
cluded Theme from Concerto,
beads.
Somewhere My Love, Summer.
The bride's only jewelry was
of '42, Sweetheart of Sigma Chi,
Liebestraume, Theme from a family heirloom, a gold watch
Romeo and Juliet, Theme from attached on a gold chairn
Love Story, and Dreams. around her neck. The watch was
"Trumpet Voluntary" was an engagement gift from the
played for the entrance of the groom and was his great great
and the maternal grandmother's. She
wedding party
traditional wedding march by carried • a Chantilly cascade
Wagner was played as the bride bouquet of white 3weetheart
entered. Mendelssohn's Wed- roses and baby's breath

No soap, she says
Senator comes to her aid

Mrs. Timmerman Is
Speaker At Meeting

Mrs. Dela Stewart
Honored Recently
On 90th Birthday

Miss Vowells Is
Honored At Shower

Mrs.. Robertson Is
Honored At Dinner
On 85th Birthday

At Goshen Church

Wednesday, October 4
The Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Corntnunity Center at 1:30 p.m. with
Mrs. E.S. Ferguson as hostess.
Mrs. enry 'argis wittgiVethe
Dried
"Making
lesson
Flower Pictures."
The Baptist Women of the
Flint Baptist Church will meet
at seven p.m is. at the church.
Thursday, October 5
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes will meet in the home
of Mrs. Linda Waugh, 811
Guthrie Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
A household and clothing
shower for Mr. and Mrs. C.A.
Townsend and sons, Donnie and
,Paul, whose home and contents
were destroyed by fire, will be
held at the Kirksey School from
seven to 8:30 p.m.
The Women's Auxiliary of
Murray Moose Lodge will meet
at eight p.m. at the lodge ball,

volleyball, basketball,badminton, card games, and
refreshments will be featured at
no charge. In charge of
arrangements are Doctors and
.• Poi unter Mike
Gardone, Bill Grasty, Tom
Muehleinan, Hilt Platter, Kart
Hussung, and Robert Burke.
thing,

* Saturday, October 7
The Aurora Arts and Crafts
Fair will be held at the Hollow ,
Amuseinent Center from ten
a.m, to dusk.
A rummage sale will be held —
at the American Legion s
Building from eight a.m. to 12
noon, sponsored by Boy Scout
Troop No. 45.
Couples Steak Night will be
held at 6:30 pin. at the Oaks
Country Club. Make reservations at two 'dollars per
couple by Thursday noon. Each
one is to bring a wrapped article
of clothing or accessories. Halts
are Messrs and Mesdames 'T. C.
Collie, Thomas, Jones, ails!
James Ward.

The Baptist Women of /the
Kirksey Church will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the church.

Sunday, October 8
The Aurora Arts and Crafts
Fair will continue at the Hollow
The Garden Department of Amusement Center from ten„
the Murray Worprin's Club will a.m. to dusk.
have a worksheip at 12:30 p.m.
followed tzS• the regular
meeting ay I:30 p.m. hostesses
will be/ Mesdames Melvin
,.Cayce/A. M. Alexander, Joe E.
Greete, and Waylon Rayburn.
The Murray-Calloway County
/The
Welcome
Wagon Jaycettes met on Thursday,
Newcomers Club will meet in September 21, in the home of
Rooms One and Two of the the president, Mrs. Judy RickStudent Union Building, Murray man, for the regular meeting.
State University, at 7:30 p.m.
Prior to the business meeting,
Mrs. Verona Grogan explained
The WMCF of the Assembly the objective of the Senior
of Gdtt-Church is scheduled to Citizens program and areas- in
meet at seven p.m.
which help is needed.
During the business meeting
reports
were made included the
Friday, October 6
The Golden Age Club will Arthritis Foundation Victory
meet at the social' hall of the March kits. The Jayettes
First United Methodist Church decided to visit the Confor a potluck luncheon at 12 valescent Division of the
noon. Plans for the bus trip to Murray-Calloway County
Nashville, Tenn., postponed Hospital on October 12 as a part
Until October 14, will be of the Senior Citizens program.
The Jaycettes volunteered too
discussed.
help with the Jaycee Ha11oweei8
- are
* Game Night for fairaity end Safety program.
In attendance were Mrs. Judy
staff and families of Murray
Mrs.
State University, sponsored by Rickman,
Nancy
the Women's 'Society, will be Maggard,
Mrs.
Diana
from seven to 10:30 pin. at the Youngerman, Mrs. Linda
Carr Health Building. Swim- Waugh, and Mrs. June Yurcus.

Jaycettes Meet At
The Rickman Home

Semble consisting of a three
buttoned jacket and halter floor
length-dress irtilLa :white collar
and accented at the neckline
with a large black and white
checked taffeta bow. Her accessories were black suede.
Mr. and Mrs. Hocking are
now residing at Shady Oaks No.
56, Murray, where both- are
attending
Murray
State
University.
Out of tom, guests included
Mrs. Gary Roedemeier and Mr_
and Mrs, Virgil R. Harris,
--Paducallttr.:,:tkuil_Mrs.,-. Dale
Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Eagleson, Mrs. Dorothy
Eagleso-nNiss Mary Eagleson,
Mr. and Mrs. Roinert Hocking,
Mr. and; Mrs. Cleo Hocking,
Olney, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Cammon, Woodriver, Ill.; Miss
Madelyn Hopson, Mrs. W. J.
Hopson, WS. W. Howell Hopson, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Winthrop
H. Hopson, Cadiz; Mrs. Lynn
Roam: Bowling Green; Mr.
and Mrs. George Farmer and
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Nanny;
Hopkinsville; Miss Virginia
Apyar and Mr. and Mrs. Ed
ward Apyar. Pittsburg, Pa.;
Miss Paige Iglehart and Miss
Mary W. Hopson, Hartford; •
John Germann. Mt. Vernon, Ill.
. Rehearsal Dinner •
ktr..—aert Mrs, Max D:flecking_
of Olney, Ill., entertained with a
buffet
dinner prior to the
rehearsal in the Red Room of
the Holiday Inn, Murray, in
honor of their son, Phillip
Douglas Hocking, and his
fiance, Mary White Hopson.
The tables were arranged in a
ii-shape with the.head table and
buffet adorned with large
couquets of . pink roses,
American beauty roses, statice,
and tuberoses. Candleholders'
with white tapers sufrourided
by ivy and pink and white
pinups were sjiactel down the
middle of the tables.
Place cards trimmed with
pink Iota's- breath and white
satin boss marked the places
tu4be torty-two guests Mr.
Hocking toasted the -bridal
couple with champagne.
The bridal couple exchanged
-gifts and presented their attedants with gifts.

\

c-svw-

Mo101 ,-,g
Hood bog

ii

LET US
PER-SUEDE YOU
WITH EkSE
Atailored classic that goes so well with cuffed pants
and plated shirts. In soft suede, rising from a
covered 'mid heel with llts of upfront attraction,
preparing yop for your daily ventures and adventures. Bring along a matching handbag to
carry all those important essentials.

lifelbStride.
I I%

APe44000.4),
'Jesse Gartandlif MiliVay has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah...
Wilson Garrison of Murray
lrai.•10/4614- disswssed from_ 1.11,e
.Western I3aptist Hospital,
Paducall.

ADAMS
SHOE STORE
Dawntow,rt Murray
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Nolan Assures Himself Of Spot
On Starting List In Playoffs
CINCINNATI (API - An apparently well Gary Nolan
breezed past the Houston Astros for five innings Tuesday
night as Cincinnati won 6-1 and
assured himself of a starting
spot in the National League
playoffs.
"I'm extremely pleased,"
said pitching coach Larry Shep_ • ard, "It was a fine outing for
Gary against a very good hitting team."
Ross Grimsley, also slated
for a starting spot'in the playoffs drew praise from Shepard
and Astros Manager Leo Durocher.
He threw hell out of the
ball," said Shepard.

"Both those pitchers looked
great," said Durocher. "They
have one thing in common,
they kept their off-speed stuff
over the plate for strikes which
much
it takes their fastballs that
inore effective."
"I felt good and I was real
happy," said Nolan, 15-5, in
only his fifth start since Aug. 5
and first since Sept. 7.
Nolan had complained of a
sore arm and neck. The Reds'
tiedical-experts believed it was
caused by a bad tooth, which
they had taken out.
only
Nolan said he was
ngs,
scheduled to pitch two inni
Manng
telli
on,
d
inue
cont
but

n
O
l
l
o
P
s
e
c
a
Weekend Sk
e
n
e
c
S
d
i
r
G
l
o
High Scho

ager Spark* Anderson he felt
good.
"He (Islailan) figures definitely in my playoff plans," said
Anderson, who announced his
revised pitching schedule. He
will go with lefthander Don
Gillett in the first game SaturNoday and either Grimsley or
tI
,"bu
e...
gain
nd
seco
the
in
lan
lean toward Nolan to pitch the
third game Monday when we
coiiie home to play here."
"I'm not too surprised at myself," said Nolan of his pert
farinarice, "but I must admi
that it was better than I expected. My fast ball was moving and I was able to get over
iny breaking stuff," Nolan

By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Sports Writer
A weird football weekend,
aided and abetted by a storm
pattern that crossed the state,
has produced a major shakeup
in all three classes in the Associated Press Kentucky High
School Football Poll.
Louisville Butler, nipped 8-7
by Pleasure Ridge Park, and
Fort Thomas Highlands, tied by
Erlanger Lloyd, were deposed
as- kings of Class AAA and
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this wins, and
after
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retouchdowns, three on pass
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ceptiohs rushed for 134 yard
of
on 36 carries, and had a total
the
60 yards on five catches in
aGiants' 27-12 victorykover Phil
delphia Monday night.
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a
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California faces its)
to date Saturday ir
to maintain its tor
college football.
Who says so? Jol
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of the Trojans, wt
the California coa
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Silenced attack vi
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"I liked our ag
on defense again
State. We went
the time. But we
;game defense aga:
Well-have to Oa
more cautious."
Stanford, rani(
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Pac-8 TrOW41 and
Cristiansen insist;
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and running back Ron Johnson
of the New York Giants.
Ashton, subbing for ailing
starter Carl Garrett, rushed for
3,08 yards on 23 carries, then
caught Jim Plunkett's gamewinning 24-yard touchdown
pass as the Patriots upset
'
Washington 24-23.
Livingston, taking over in the
second half for injured Len
Dawson, passed for three
touchdoens-with his 51-yard
run setting up one of them-leading the Chiefs to a 45-24
trouncing of Denver.
And Johnson scored four
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while searing three touchdowns. week and went 91 yards into the Friday nightin the downpour al
Grubbs has been averaging North Marshall end zone for Holland Stadiuni, it would seem
over 150 yards per game for the TD. Two weeks ago against the problem has been worked
Can the Murray High defense 'Cats and has scored in all of Crittenden County, Glunt out,. Murray fun ibled only twice
stop the Trigg County offense? the Trigg County games this grabbed a pass and scored a and recovered both _of the
That will be the main question year. Opposit... Grubbs at the touchdown after running 26 lg,bbles.
to be answered as the two teams left halfback position is senior yards.
.The other minor "bug', in.the
collide at Cadiz this Friday Ronnie Diggs. Diggs scored one
It will be the duty of the ,ffense has been the blocking,
evening.
of the seven Trigg County Murray defense to bottle up Of course, with the Bowling
There is a good possibility touchdowns last week.
Grubbs if the Tigers are to Green defense drawn in tight
•
that the winner of this game will
Jimmy Mathis is -the quar- defeat Trigg .County. In last during -the rainstrom, it was
be the western Kentucky terback for the Wildcats. week's 7-6 Homecoming win
rather tough to tell whether_ or
representative in the Class A Mathis hit 7-13 last week in over Bowling Green, the
- not . the blockers were perState Tournament trail. This, gaining 73 aeriaPayards. Com- defensive unit was superb in
forming at their best.
along with the heated rivalry pleting the backfield is fullback playing its best game of the
\ George Landon was the ofbetween the two schools, should. Ivan Baker. Baker also picked seas(oi.
fense last week for the Tigers.
provide for one of the most up a six pointer for the defenTiger linebacker Tony Tliesennir fullback aitiassed 159
interesting games of the present 'ding Clasii A State _Champions. , TInitiipson, who has been yards in 29 carries for an
season.
Another big plus on offense playing outstandirigball over average gain of 5.5 -yards.
Trigg aunty is sporting a 5-1 for Trigg has been end Henry the tiast few games; led. the Land(ilt
has scored seven touchrecord for the season with the,. Martin. 'Martin has caught at Tigers with 11 assisted tackles -downs
and is leading the Tigers...
only belmish being a 21-13 least one scoring pass in each Of and four assists. Steve Porter
in that department.
•
setback at Pineville. Larry the Wildcats' six games this figured in 12 tackles while
Admission for the game will
Palmer, an All-State end who season.
Ralph Dibble and Mike Cathey be $1.50 for adults and 75tents
has been out of action for the
TriggCOUnty has plenty of, were in on 11. Right guard Jeff for students. Game time is
ON THE MOVE—George Landolt (42) takes this snap from center and prepares to follow his blocking for a drive up the middle
first three games of the season, size on the defensive-line. Tony Dowdy was in one six tackles. slated for 8 p,ar.
Bowling Green last Friday. The Tigers won the Homecoming Game in a cold rain by the score of 74.
against
returned to the lineup in last Holland,a 6-0, 235 pound tackle,
Two Tigers were shaken - up
(Photo by Wilson Woolley
week's 47-0 thrashing of North leads the Wildcat defensive Friday night by the hard hitting
Marshall.
crops. All-State . and Larry Bowling Green defense. George
The bulk of the, Wildcats' -Palmer is joined at the other Landon injured a foot and was
offense will fall on the end position by..6-0 235 pound unable to • practice Monday.
shoulders of star halfback
David Sadler-. Ivan Baker, who Glenn Jackson has a bruised
Selby Grubbs. At 5-9 and 200 had been piaying at an end slot, thigh but should be able to
pounds, Grubbs is one of the, 'occupies the other tackle perform at full strength for the
toughest runners in western position anti thus gives the Tigers at Cadiz •Friday night.
Kentucky. Last week Grubbs, Wildcats plenty of experietiee
One of the problems for the
playing only in the first half on defense.
Tigers this season has been
against the Jets of North
Defensive linebacker Bengie losing fumbles. But after
Marshall, amassed 157 yards Glunt picked off a pass last watching Murray perform
that set off the rampage of the "the harder it is to get up for best pitcher down the stretch.
By HAL BOCK
line followed with a single.
Associated Press Sports Writer fans.
every game. But for the big
Dick McAuliffe, whose first McAuliffe scored on the hit and
Elsewhere in the American ones like this, it's no problem inning error had given the Sox Kaline raced to second on the Today's most pressing baseball puzzle is, for a change, not LOagueTuesday night, West Di- at all.
an uneraned run, doubled with play at the plate.
which team will win the Anted- vision champion Oakland lost to
Manager Billy Martin, hop- one out in the seventh and Kacan League's East Division California 3-2, Texas shut out ping from one champagnerace. The Detroit Tigers have Kansas City 3-0, Milwaukee drenched corner to another in
answered that month-long trimmed New York 3-2, C'hi- the Tiger dressing room, pointDespite. 188 points in
NEW YORK ( AP)—Southern
shown much offensively. Au- riddle. Now, the question is cago edged Minnesota 5-4 and ed to Kaline as the key to the
California faces its toughest test games, that defense is the most burn upset Tennessee with •'a whether Tiger Stadium can sur- Cleveland split a doubleheader title run.
to date Saturday in an attempt impressive thing about ... punt and a prayer," according vive a possible playoff victory with Baltimore, winning 6-5 be"There's not a word I can
fore losling 4-3
to maintain its top ranking in Southern Cal.
to Coach Shug Jordan. Prayers by Detroit against Oakland.
say. All the superlatives ... I
Notre Danie„ at .Michigan usually don't help against the
college football.
When the Tigers clinched the
Kaline was the man most re- would use them all. There
State—"It's a little too early to Rebels in Jackson. Mississippi.
Who says so? John McKay.
mini-pennant Tuesday night, it sponsible for Detroit's surge to aren't-words to describe how he
"Stanford is the best team determine how good we are,"
Missouri at Oklahoma -State set off a chaotic scene as the the half-pennant. His seventh played," said Martin.'
we've played," says the coach says Notre Dame's Ara Parseg- Not only is OSU coming off an frantic fans spilled all over the inning single game the 3?-yearThe Tigers won the ballgame
of the Trojans, who travel up hian. Michigan State's 51-6 loss upset of Colorado, but to make field, tearing up the bases and old veteran 22 hits in his last 44 and the division title in the sev- enth inning against I,uis Tiant,
the California coast this wee- to Southern Cal "wasn't that things worse for Missouri, its mobbing the jubilant players.
at bats.
kend for a key Pacifie-8 Confer- ong7gUted.:: according to Coach twit three opponets are Ne- The sea of people lasted for a
The older you get," he said. who had been Boston's very
ence game. They have'a more Duffy Daugherty. In fact; the braska, Notre Dame and Colo- 'good half hour with the fans
ffillanced attack with the rosi- Spartans ran the aprne Weber rado. Ride 'em, cowboy. Okla- ripping huge tufts of turf out at
ning of John Winesberry and of offensive plays as the homa State.
the infield and outfield and cel-•
Trojans. The difference is That
the passing of Mike Biiryla.
ColOrado at Kansas State—K- .ebrating the. title it was said
"I liked our aggressiveness Notre Dame's offense can State was primed for an upset, nobody wanted to win.
on defense against Michigan scare.
Detroit finally ended the tug
but Oklahoma State beat them
Alabama at Georgia—Geor- to it last week. Buffs bounce of war that started with four
State. We went after 'em all
the time. But we can't use the gia ,held quarterback Andy back. Colorado.
teams, dwindled to three and fi—
lame defense against Stanford. Johnson out last Saturday to
Florida at Florida State-:- nally two, by beating off Boston
We'll have In play -a httlebil- xuakeausedie's,be 1)per cent Huff (,Florida State_ quarter- 3-1 and old pro Al Kaline was
for Alabama. One of only two--Nii,:lc-wore cautious."
:veter_ap
(atYT Whit-PM I-Florida' the hero. The 2¢year
Stanford, ranked 15th, is road games all season for.the linebacker David). • Florida drove in the tie-breaking run
trying for a third conseeutive Crimson Tide and it says here State. •
with a seventh inning single
Pac-t-rrown and Coach Jack it's high time for low tide.
Penn State at Illinois—A Joe and then scored an insurance
• Cristiansen insist,s that "as long Upset 'Special of the Week ... Pater no-llob Blackman meeting run on Carl Yastrzemski's eras the athletic -director contin- Georgia.
was proposed—by Paterno—two ror.
Auburn vs. Mississippi at years ago when Blackman had
ues having this game on the
He also raised his arms
Jackson—Neither team has an unbeaten team at Darr-- triumphantly, moments before
schedule, we'll show up."
catching the last-out fly ball
mouth Penn State.

Al Kaline Is Hero As Detroit
Finally Clinches East Division

Lost week's winners in
Boone's Kindness Giveaway
were ... * Cindy Swain
and * Debbie Williams

BOONE'S

LAUNDRY and CLEANERS

lc_ FREE GIFTS for.the.ladiesr
BALOONS for the Kids!

AS

CLOSE OUT MERCHANDISE
UNDER TENT

3 can

.y-On

°LITE

For Any Gift Giving Occasion
Give The

SHAMPOO

LEDGER & TIMES

$139

103 No..4th St, Phone 753,1916
An Appropriate Card Will Be Sent

vor-Kist

CKERS
39t
Kraft

We-Want Your
Home Loan

ETTI
.DINNER
Sauce

1-oz.

59'

4

'GARINE
ub
39'
26-oz.

53'

Main at 7th St

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-7921

rivals are Notre Dame with a
532.0 yard average in total offense, Oklahoma State in rushing with a 410.0 average, and
Penn with a 55.0 scoring aver:
age. Penn, however, has played
only one game.

The 20-year-old junior from
Pittsburgh was handed the ball
34 mires and he responded by
picking his way through
''enorinous holes" for 239 yards
and two touchdowns,"leading
„
The performance earned him

MUST GO!!
* PRICES GREATLY REDUCED *

Columbia, which also-- has
played one game, dominates
the defensive statistics. The
Lions, 44-0 winners over Fordham, surrendered only a total
of 85 yards and held the Rams
to minus 12 yards rushing, both
low in the nation. The Lions
also are the only major team
not to have-yielded a point.

Dan Howard Named
AP Back-Of-VVeek
ANNAPOLIS,'Md. AP) —
Navy tailback Dan Howard
didn't think thew holes were
opening up for him during the
Middies' first two-- -football
games this year.
He 'carried 16 times and-gained only 38-yards;
Last saturdapagain8t,Boston
College however,- things were
different.

craft Whipped
IRACLE

Dill

NEW YORK (
— Oklahoma' second-ranked Sooners,
averaging a remarkable 621.0
- yards per'game, lead the nation
major college, football
teains„iii total Offense, according to official statistics released
today Iiiy•--the' Nr-atiou-al Colleiiiate Sports Services.
The powerful Sooners, who
have amassed 1,863 total yards
in in three gaines, also-lead in
rtishing offense and scoring.
They have. -rushed for 1,496
yards, a 498.7 average, and
scored 1139 points-.a 56.3 average.
In comparison, their Closest

a share of the Associated Press
back-144he-week honors, along
with Archie Griffin of Ohio
State.
Howard's first touchdown
against Boston College came on
the first play • of the fourth
quarter and briike a 64tie. His
plunge ,from 'the six-inch line
capped a, 37-yard drive on
which he:gained up all the
yardage on five carries.
The next time the Midshipmen had the ball,. Howard
sprinted 41 yards for another
touchdown.. .
A' 5-foot-7, 170-pound junior.
'Howard was Navy's leading
g
gusher last year With 411 yards
on 118 carries.

Sale Priced

Furniture-Carpet-Bedding
Inside Store

10% OFF Sale Price
,,S10 STARTS THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5

• •.

At 12 Noon

Store Will Be Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Thurs.-Fri-Sat

* Truck _LOad of '73 *

Hotpoint. Appliances
--Close Out on 1972 Appliances Under Tent

WIGGINS FURNITURE
and
APPLIANCE
/
2
21
Miles North of Murray

Phone 753-4566
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WINNERS *
* LAST WEEK'S

FREE

Given Away
$20 To Be
Every Day!
* Must be 18 or over
n's
* Register any time at Johnso
* No purchase required
* You do not have to be
present to win

r
* Wed.-- Peggy Gardne
* Thurs. - Lois Smith
* Fri. - Thomas Stom
* Sat. - Fred Cufd
ns
* Mon. - Carrie O'Bryo
* Tues. - Hassel Miller

40%
Swifts
Ptenwom

Armour Campfire
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45; $ 1 491 )

,
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R
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R
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"
9
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S
E
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I
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K
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MDT C
'
9
9
/
4
ORANGES

1st Cut

BEEF

Chuck
Roast 59;

co

lb.

Center Cut

8-oz.

Chuck Roast
79:
Lean 8, Meaty

Spare Ribs

1 2"Open Skillet
7/

Choc. Macaroon

Lemon Blueberry

Fudge Nut Crown

2 Qt. Sauce Pan
tl__COVer

andarin
Geisha L--,„--`L__4_,M

;
9
6

b

c
9
8
"
48
1
1
0
N
O
WESS

Field's Chestnut

BACON
79;ib

Full Quart - 32-oz

Hunt's

CATSUP
CAKE MIXES
LUNCH MEAT
WAX PAPER'Betty Crocker

low • White
• German Chocolate • Yel

Kelly's

e

5-PIECE COW
INCLUDES:

T
7- PIECE STARTER SE
INCLUDES:

ruit
Red & White Orange or Grapef

Pillsbury

VAN.LA:

'
K
O
O
C
C
I
D
R
O
N
'
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29c'
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You'll love it!'
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in beautiful Avocado
Select your cookware
Green or TeOgerine!

JOIN THE CLUB!

with coupon

Cut-Rite

6-oz.
Red & White

f

FRUIT
PIES
Peach, Apple, Cherry

20-oz.5/$1

HERE'S HOW 01
With each and ev
purchase, you mz
Plan Coupon for
collected a total
Nordic CookwarE
is yours'

PURCHASE CLI
COUPONS FOP
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fruit pies
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e
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APPRECIATION SAL

Or

Store Hours:
7 a.m.-9 p.m.
* Limit Rights Reserved *
* Prices Good thru
Tuesday, October 10 *

where friendly
people help you saveI
Blue Bonnet

OLEO
SPRAY STARCH
POP TARTS Kekus
p LE
P1 N EAP
DOG
FABRIC SOFTEN ER
VIENNA SAUSAGE
LIQUID IVORY
CRACK ERS F'av"'st

Niagara
All Flavors

5-PIECE COMPLETER SET
INCLUDES:

11"Chef Spute
Skillet •

Qt. Sauce Pan
ittLCover

yr.
4-1/e_atinthaai
Saucepan with
Cover

3 Qt. Casserole/
Dutch Oven with
Cover-a_aa.kelite_
Base
HERE'S HOW OUR PLAN WORKS...

EXTERIORS.

With each and every $3.00 grocery
Purchase, you may purchase ONE Club
Plan Coupon for only 99C—when you have
collected a total of 25 Club Coupons. the •
Nordic Cookware Set of your choice
issours!

50-lb, Bag

$469

32.0z. 59t

Ku-Soft
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Nu-Soft

Fabrit Softener 9c

- Limit 1 per purchase -Expires 10/10/72
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Limit 1 per purchase
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Books
tough on
brokers

OLUMEUS
FOOD VALUES!

By CARL W. RITTER
Copley News Service
Not without some justification, a rash of antibroker books
has rolled off the printing
presses in recent years.
Bad stock markets in 1966
and 1969 to early-1970 place the
investing public in an ideal
frame of mind to wreak vicarious vengeance upon their
brokers by reading what a
miserable, order-grabbing lot
they were, how ill-advised was
their advice.
Authors with varying degrees of financial expertise
were quick to seize upon the
spiteful mood.
This is not to say the writers
acted outside good conscience.
Quite the contrary. They wrote
as they interpreted the picture
wider such titles as "The Trouble With Wall Street," "Fleecing the Lambs," "Confessions
of a Wall Street Insider," "The
Innocent Investor, the Shaky
Ground Floor," -why Most Investors Are Wrong Most of the
Time," etc.
Yet, brokers, securities
salesmen, account executives
or customer's men - they
come by all these names don't deserve to be painted with
a single brush. They are as different as physicians, professors, bankers or other professionals.
Nevertheless, author Charles
Neal has a point in his new
book,"How To Keep What You
Hav, or, What Your Broker
Never Told You," (Doubleday
& Co., New York City, $7.95)
when he says "the stock
broker's job depends on
making money for his
brokerage house - not necessarily for you."
The author, a financial adviser, rationalizes, accurately
enough, the stock • broker's
often unwarranted position of
unfailing optimism: "If a
broker thinks the market is
heading down, he can suggest
switching more to defensive
stocks, purchasing bonds, bills
and notes, and even temporarily liquidating all equity
positions. Commissions obtained from that sort of business are as good as other
brokerage profits.
But a broker can't keep that
up very long. Investors are in
the market because they think
stock_prices are heading higher
just-to-bttelt a bearish
trend.
"To survive, and to keep his
job, a stockbroker has to either
be an optimist, or pretend to be
one. There is no other way."
Neal meanders afield now
and then from stocks and
brokers in his easy reading
book, poking into such matters
as whether Lord Keynes was
not, in fact, a conservative,
how to hedge devaluation,
points of law and hostility
toward commodities speculation.
A couple OT'other new books
relating to the stock market are
"Wall Street - Main Street and You" (John Magee, Publisher, Springfield, Mass., $12)
and "100 to 1 in the Stock Market" (McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York City, $6.95).
The former is a sprightly
work by author-publisher
Magee, a philosophical sort
Stith° concedes right off that he
lost $25,000 in his younger days
"finding out Wall Street ain't
that easy." Magee relates
failure primarily to "misperceptions.He succeeds in getting across
important messages in lowkey, essay-like fashion by
touching upon such subjects as
the sorcerer's apprentice, a
message from outer space,
elementalism and how to lose
friends and antagonize people.
, He proves that a book about
- the market can be fun reading.

REAL CAT'S DIET '
HOUSTON,(AP)
While
cats in cartoons do.quite well on
a bowl of milk and a piece of
fish, real life animals need
something more, a veterinarian
--Says. John J. Fishier said fish is
no longer an essential part of a
cat's diet and should be replaced by red muscle meats.
"Cats need Vitamin B food fresh, well-clOked beef or hamburger and at least a fresh bowl
of water twice daily," Fishier
told about 145 cat breeders at a
recent seminar here
He also suggested that the
milk be rOpjaceit by col
rhtTsr-torgive.iiii•-eat more.
protein
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SAVE

INSTANT

wrth this Coupon

PARKE

7ei
EN.

BEANS

7!11;

:31;
tut0 4

99'

Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 10/11/72

With Coupon
1C

o-

1-lb. 1

ff. can I 7
Good Only at corker's

3C

-

Offer Expires 10/11/72
•••• •••• ••••

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY...YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE!!'

•

3Ot

Bush Bean Pot

COFFEE
. 10-0z. jar

'."4.....00nZt4r4o.•.••!Zoorr.,orragZse.•-••:".Z.s..•

Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
,_kpays A Week

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE!!
-

•
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KIPP Aids Children In Appalachian Area
According to Randy. Bacon,
pay hospital delivery costs.
FRANKFORT, Ky.-A great feet are needed.
Certain medicines and sup- KIPP .supervisor in the
Services may range from
deal has been learned about
early childhood development in fertility counseling to voluntary plemental foods such as infant Department of Economic.
formula. vitamins and iron Security, "this is done in order
recent years,- and the state, sterilization.
Clients will be given the op- drops also can be provided to to match the existing needs of
through the Kentucky Infants
people with existing services.
and Preschool Project t KIPP /, portunity for and encouraged to KIPP eligibles.
hope
to
minimize
Referral of clients to agencies We
is attempting to apply . that receive pre- and postnatal care.
knowledge to programs for In certain emergency or hard- riot directly involved with KIPP duplication of services through
also is an important aspect of this mechanism."
Appalachian-children.
ship cases,'KIPP may be able to
Plans also are underway to
the service provided.
KIPP is designed to deliver'
establish comprehensive
comprehensive, child
pediatrics arid infant care and
development servy'eS. to
dental services through KIPP.
presehool children- 'and their
The KIPP interagency
families to 16 Eastern Kentucky
teamwork
approach
is
counties.
receiving
increasing
There are five major areas of
recognition as a possible model
service provided by KIPP.
for smiler programs in other
These are: child learning,
Appalachian states. Unique in
nutrition, family planning, preseveral
ways, KIPP is believed
care,
and
and post-natal
to be the only program of its
delivery and referral services.
kind operating in the country.
In addition to these, the
Bacon said the new Child
received
a
program recently
Development Centers will ingrant to implement Child
volve the emotional, cognitive
Development Centers in' the 16
physical development of
and
counties.
1910 Appalachian children.
• Child learning will be acAbout 1800 of the children will
complished through a " home
be
three to five years old with
visitation program and KIPP
the remainder being three
social workers will make
years of age or younger.
.weekly visits to homes and
Planning for the Kentucky
teach infants and preschoolers
Infant and Preschool Project
through a structured program
began in the fall of 1969. The
of stimulation.
program was initiated in 1970
Education in the area of
under the auspices of the Apnutrition will be done by KIPP
.'palachian Regional Com-workers in all effort to help
mission (ARC) and the Comstretch the family's food dollar
moowealth of Kentucky Human
and furnish a more adequate
Resources
Coordinating
diet to family members.
Commission.
Through clinics, .private
The-project ms being funded by
physicians and home visitors,
the ARC and by the federal
family planning services,will be
government under Title IV of
offered to families participating
CARSON. AND BRIDE-Television's Johnny Carson and his
the Social Security Act. Funin the KIPP.program. Families
bride, actress Joanna Holland, 32, are at a Hollywood, Calif.,
ding is approximately 25 perwill be given the opportunity to
party where their marriage was announced. It's his third.
cent ARC and, 75 percent
select those services which they
(AP Wirephotoi federal.
fit 1,4,,11
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IT MT e€ FRO41 THE
"HEAP f3EA6LE.. IT'5 IN COPE!
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(
HERE.. A
ME56eA6E JUST
CAME FOR'O..

BLONDIE
our IF oo
t w•opee BE ALE
'TO E.AT FOQ THE
REST oF The
WEEK

COULON T you
GIVE ME
AND STARve
Jusr A
LITTL_E
7

SO,RATerER TI4AN STARVE
I'M NOT GOING To
1;SAY YOU

"Lf1- ••

.Z.

THE PHANTOM
BuIZY HIM IN A PIT UNI7ER
5TOWES, HE MUST NOT
RE TURN TO
NAL/NT US

BEATLE BAILEY
DOT AND
FOLLOWNe
ORDEZ5 IF
THE-,'R Tge
RiGHT
ORDER

Small Business 'Loans May Now
Be Made To Rural Residents

SHE
SAYS
SHE

EELS
AWFUL,
DOCTOR

YOU'D BETTER

KEEP HER

'YEOW

HOME FROM
SCHOOL FOR
A FEW DAYS

464•4

FOR RENT

•

Poll Shows Businessmen Are
Against Corporate Farming
•

Clean Teens Group
Has Regular Meet

•

n

....01.10•"*"
-TR'GROOM Nen LI.. UNVEIL
HiS KAAGKIiPiCEgIT
WEDDIt.-1" PRESEWT
THI BRIDE-7

WAUT A
SIGHT!!

-

Under a new law, Federal from the entire membership
Men or s omen telephone 1 TWO BEDROOM duplex apartloans can now be made to rural gained in nationwide balloting
ment, central heat and air,
sales. Experience
residents for the purpose of by the National Fedration of
carpet ,throughout, ceramic tile
preferred. Sale of adacquiring, establishing, or Independent
Business, a
bath, drop in range. Phone 753vertising and tickets.
TFC
operating a small business.
special poll of the more than
7850 or 753-1585.
Excellent earnings. Phone
!
The lending agency is the- 2,000 advisory council members
IATE FO
753-0299 or 753-0199.
REAL
Farmers Home Administration revealed that in the rural
TWO BEDROOM furnished or
under Public Law 92-419. The communities the business
'BY OWNER; four
CHRISTMAS earnings can unfurnished apartment, central
law also provides for loans and leaders do not think it necessary AVON
holidays heat and air. Good location.
erne, with large, d
the
make
help
grants for the improvement of for Federal funds to be exrivate patio, large ut
•happier for your entire family! Available October 1. Phone 753rural life.
pended to make local immaple cabinets, di:
4331.
TFC
Avon
easy
fine
selling
It's
The National Federation of provements.
garbage disposal. Close
Independent Business supports
A heavy majority reported products from our irresistible
'and Middle Schools.
the rural redevelopment bills that if through a tax incentive Christmas catalogs. Call now TWO HOUSES. One 9th and Vine
sell. Bank loan availa
before the Congress by Senator plan new employment-giving -collect: Mrs. Glenda Duke, 1443- and one 403 South 11th Street
person. Phone 753-18
October12C Two bedrooms each. Possession
James Pearson of Kansas, and industries were located in their 4465.
753-6342 nights.
immediately.. $75.00 each. Phone!
COngressinati Joe Evins of areas, there would be no
WANTED PART-time or full time
06C
Tennessee and Congressman resistance to increased local
Bob Miller 753-2920.
,AT KENIANA S
waitress. Evening shift. Apply jn
Keith Sebelius of Kansas which taxes handled by local people
smallest lot is 80'x
person to Paglia's Pizza, 510
furnished
the Federation calls "Operation needed to make the necessary
'THREE
ROOM
start at $795. Only $1
Main. TFC
,
Build America."
apartment, with sci•evried it
improvements in the com$10 per month. Lake
While
porch. 01111:11e6 tinly. Plitt:le 753this
proposed munity to accommodate the
utilities including ce
EXPERIENCED WAITRESSES, 6524.
legislation, supported by more needs of such enterprises.
TFC
Phone 436-5320.
work.
time
part
and
time
full
than 50 Senators and over 200
The concept of "Operation
Members of the House, is dif- Build America" would remove Must be neat and efficient. No FIVE ROOM unfurnished house.
BY OWNER; Red
ferent in concept inasmuch as it from the Federal bureaucracy phone calls. Colonial House Phone 753-3864 or 753-6944. 06C
bedroom brick at 11
TFC
does not entail the use of any control of the economic Smorgasbord.
Street. $20,000.00. Ph
1668.
government funds, the new law development of rural America
TWO ROOM furnished apartis recognized as a step toward wthch
has
in WAITRESS WANTED at the ment, bedroom and living room
resulted
BY OWNER; 63 ac
recognition of a major national susstantial bureaucratic op- Hazel Cafe. Apply in person or combined, large kitchen, close to
phone 492-9785.
06C church. Newly decorated. Prefer
acres tendable Ian
economic problem.
position.
fired tobacco base,
This problem is based on the
elderly couple or lady.953,tobacco base, 47 acr
need to reverse the trend that
4871.
06P
grain
The feed
has caused the loss of job op$1106.00 a year. F
portunities in the rural areas,
TWO BEDROOM mobile home,' one mile on Hiathw
with the result that people have
all electric, carpeted throughout.
Highway 14 west.
crowded into the big cities
On private lot. Phone 492Burkeen,753-3970.
creating ghetto conditions.
9785.
06C
Senator John McClellan of
Arkansas_ points out- that 70, - Big manufacturing and agriculture-agribusiness in- FURNISHED APARTMENT for
60 ACRE FARM
percent of the population financial corporations shoukl terlocks; to prohibit cor- two college students. Available
brick house, 8
currently lives on 2 percent of not be permitted to engage in porations and individuals from now. Phone 753-3040 - after .4:00
Murray, on High
farming.
the land area.
setting up tax shelters or
010P
phone 753-1443, a
This is the viewpoint of the otherwise
The
NFIB,
supported.
engaging
in
5489.
"Operation Build America" nation's independent business agriculture primarily for the THREE BEDROOM
HOUSE,which embodies the Pearson- people voting through the purpose of tax avotdance or tax avail-able October 8. Phone
50 ACRES; 16 a
Evins-Sebelius bills would National Federation of In- loss."
753-3040 after 4:00 p.in.
010P
Located northwest
provide limited tax incentives dependent Business in favor of a
Tenn.,
County,
for new employment-giving bill before the Congress by
The GOP platform adopts a ONE BEDROOM niOdern mobile
Paschall place, cl
James milder tone, pledging to, home. Central heat,$75.00 month.
enterprises locating in the rural Representative
Cemetery. Con
areas. This will entail no ex- Abourezk of South Dakota that "support family farms and Two bedroom ultra-modern
Paschall, 503 So
would require all firms with protect them from the unfair I2'x65', located in Fox Modows.
pense to the government.
Murray, Ky.Pho
The new law calls for; the use over $3 million in non-farm competition of farming by tax- $100.00 month to right couple.
2873.
assets
to get out of farming.
of $500,000 per year for loans
loss corporations and on-farm Both
include water and
and grants to be administered
enterprises."
sewerage. 753-3855.
06C
2221-2 ACRE FA
The final computer tabulation
by the Department of
The
NFIB
supported
over County Ii
Agriculture. It defines rural of the NFIB poll shows 66 Abourezk bill probably comes HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
County. Phone
areas as those communities percent in favor, 22 percent too late to be of substantial sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
2407.
with 10,000 or less population, opposed,- with- 12--percent un- significance in the current Kentucky. Phone Max at 753except business and industrial decided.
national political catriiiiiiign as 9131.
ITC- THREE BED
In Kentucky, the vote shows the predominant urban vote
loans can be Made in areas of
veneer house,
71
percent
up to 50,000 inhabitants.
in
favor,
knows
20
percent
little
about farm FURNISHED APARTMENT,
.
Whitnell Avenue
Besides business leans, the opposed, and 9 percent un- economics and perhaps cares living room, kitchen,' bathroom
before
2:00 or af
Departinent of Agriculture can decided.
less.
with shower and bath. One or two
For the pato several years
make loans and-or grants for
While the Kansas City wheat bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartBABY FARMS development of water, sewer, there has been a• growing price has
increased by over 40 ments, South 16th Street, 753Part of Claude
fire protection and other controversy over the current percent and the
6609.
November7C
New York flour
just southwe
amenities. Loans can also be practice of the big non-farm prices have reflected
this
inBeautiful wood
,made for the development of corporatioos stepping into crease, action ,
by the price THREE BEDROOM unfurnished
with bottom
industrial parks in rural areas. agriculture. It has been charged control
house,
107 South 15th, Phone 753board in denying bakers
Road now bein
While the Federation views that this has resulted in inflated a price
3456 days only.
06C
increase
on
bread,
at
nish surveyed
- this new law-as-tfrecognitionut: land prires,. the destruction of
fr_tr the_presenh_ will keep
Claude I..
larni, arid thethe problem, it is expected that the
Kentucky,
;iCIAW
OD
vtriDBUX_
the. city iTote-froin i'egittering
--phones 753-3059.
in ttie new Congress there will eventual monopolizing of food concern.
etn, ---- 1,-Lake. Two be6OOliir, '
be a renewed drive for the production. Opening trade with Russia ditioned, completely furnished.
It is argued that by taking tax
Pearson-Evins-Sebelius
conNEW THREE
and China has app-17htly Will rent by week or month.
write-offs and by having funds
cept.
TFC
150'x200' lot, o
caught America with its Phone 436-2284.
for
long
term
investments,
big
The new law does not go far
of Coldwater
acreage down. Due to years of TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
enough to encourage em- corporations can eventually
Price $16,500.
production
restraints,
of
which
house, lar-ge utility, garage,
ploytnent-giving opportunities control farm prices as world
489-2110.
neither party now boasts, sales upstairs, lots of
storage space.
in the rural areas, it is said, and food needs increase, while inof wheat to Russia created a big Electric or gas
heat. Phone 753the operation is so tied up with dependent farmers must make jump in the
wheat price. With 843. _
TFC
• bureaucratic control that its a living from the land during
AUTOS
China buying, still -further
effectiveness,, based on past their lifetime.
boosts can be anticipated. TWO
1967 DAIS
The Abourezk bill attacks a
BEDROOM air conditioned
experience.,__inay. _be severely
Whether or not the increased trailer, one
Mile from M.
automatic. E
rray.
hampered. -It is alsobiliiia problem rognzedhybottf wheat
prices reflect a true $85.00 per month, water fur916 North 18th
the funds pgoivided are major political parties. In the
supply and demand situation, or nished.
Phone Cadiz 522-6332. 09C
inadequate to accomplish rural democratic platform it is stated
as a party objective, "to speculative factors is difficult
economic improvement'
1971 MAVER
to- determine at this time.
• TWO BEDROOM furnished
one owner. 6
In addition to strong support prohibit farming Or the gaining
Only if rapid wheat price trailer,
of monopolistic control of
bath with additional
factory air.
increases force an increase in dressing
production
on
the
part
of
corroom. Carpeted, oil
or after 5:00p
Motor hotel import
bread prices before November 7
heat, washer. $75.00 per month.
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) porations whose resources and will ‘...ity dwellers become
aware Green Acres Trailer Court,
- Motor hotels in the United income derive primarily from of the
farm problem.
States numbered 7,430 at the norc-farin sources; to
Phone Mayfield collect 247in1968 OPEL.
end of 1971, according to the vestigate violations and enforce
E107.
05P
Fat-u 1 Road
National Automobile Club.
anti trust laws in corporation•
after 4:30 pm
TWO BEDROOM furnished
Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle
house,one block from University.
1966 CHEV
COMO CCM 0000
3 Man s nickname
ACROSS
$125.00 per month.-Phone 753-6133
MOOM OCM COMO
wheel base,
4 Inquire ,
for
appointment.
09C
5 Inclination
000030 000000
1 Mental image
Pliene
753-54
6 Meed
5 Eked
MOO=
00000
7 Gd(da's low note
9 Parcel-of land
The
MOMO
BOOM
Calloway
County
Clean
BRAND
,
8 Worm
12 Frees of
two-bedroorn
1969 FORD
GOM °COMM MOU Teens held its first regular duplex. All NEW
9 Boundary
13 Soaks
large rooms. Garbage
Chevrolet
10 Comutiction.
14 Anger
fe
CO _ COB
CO
Meeting of the year Tuesday, .disposal, new Tappan stove
15 Man's nickname 11 Symbol .tor '
and -MOO OWOMO DOD September
second car.
tellurium
16 Was aware of
26
at
CalloWay
refrigerator furnished. , Rent
0000 000C
or 753-5175 n
17 No good abbr )
18 Total
OCCOM
00003 County High School. with thirty reasonable. Available Sept. 30th.
20,Cypr inoid fish 19 Above
21 Force
MOOR= Q00030 four members and Mrs. Morgan Couple or couple with one child.
22 Eat any
ISM 'DM'S
24 Aryan invader 23 SeC110r1 of
CMOM COM COMM Sisk, sponsor, present.
Phone 753-3951 before 8:00 hospital'
of Britain
factory air
MMOO
MCC
0000
Stoop
25
21 Shield
President Randy Williams p.111. .,
4
ovr-iiiiilea
TFC
29 Apothecary's 26 Browns, as bread
,called the meeting to order. The
40 Dry
56- Obstruct
27 Smoothed
weight
753-5532.
club selected Randy to CLEAN UP•shop for rent near
43 Secured
31 Also
If Dine
28 District in
46 European
32 Mercenary'
Germany
00 Things in law
represent them at all special. Midway.Phone 753-.
34 Attract
30 firrittstom • 48 dormouse
61 Man's nickname meetings, and
-October4C
Piece of
36 A-continent
Cathy,Crowell
grapes
1971 DATS
62 Proceed
(abbr.)
dinnerware
33 Falsifier .
became historian. -,.
64 Negative
•
51, Coniunction
37 Impose as a
speed, ma
53
Feeble
FURNISHED
35
APARTMENT,
66 Symbol for
Printer's
necessary
Committees were appointed
Phone 753accompaniment 38 Hold on property
measure
cemm
for various projects and the clean with pleasant and quiet
39 Fears
7541 after 5
1 2
4
5-7
7::::: 5
4
;;'::::741
6
10
11
surroundings.
Zimmerman
selling
periods for the club were
Symbol for
nrtOn
announced. Also the Clean Apartments, South 16th Street.
.k.,5-4:64vi- .13
1.2
32 Shower
October6C
Teens made plans for the En- Phone 753-6609.
44 Prerofreader's ,1.5
`,..: :,/i s 17
%.e
19
1 Yttonmental CampouLthat is-to
,....
mark
...
, . •'..,
;.:„..1
•
45.t1(11,1 measure
be held at Land Between the THREE BEDROOM trailer. Can
23 ..',24
21 ,:'72.
/A 26
LOST iBi
47 Harvest'
Lakes
'
1
.
,•'-'
on Friday, October 6.- be seen at Hale's Trailer Court,
wIth whit
49 Touch lightly 77
78 :•:-. 29
30
' 31
or phone 753-9867.
TFC
513 Changes color o
and ches
r -'_-;,„
`./.,.•.L
4
•
R me. in Africa 32
'''33 '-'-• 34
35 7$36
weeks o
EXTItA NICE trailer, carpete:"_
54 District of
-Over the waves
_
.
Pliork
Columbia (abbr 37
.38 ,•,-.• 39
40
chlor
TV,
air
LONDON
conditioned,
(UPI
--electric
55 Staff
any day.
/
Woverlloyd, a company which heat. $100.00 per month, deposit
c,4%;,,42
at
43 ....."...44
57 Path
.
.
.
operates
air
cushion vehicle required. Phone 753-7358.
59 ,Teutonic deity
TFC
t
N. -4
ferry services across the
48
61 Tiine gone by 45 .. 46 .".". 47.
English
Channel, has ad- FOUR ROOM
63 Otliseed
,,furnished apart52
nounced it would "stretch.
65 Skin ailment
'
[...".:.,
..r.:•'
blocks front court
Parcef
of
land
three of its craft to enable them • !neut. 2
6-7
'\,,,,....
f
'
-.36 :::::.4.57
_58 ,..,....., 59 60
•
68 FashiOn
to catty 288 passengers and 37 square. Phone 753-4645 or 753AVERA
69 Spreads for
ears. Haverczaft operating now 3347.
\
66
6
5
.,...
TFC
64
,
-'•:463
61
;52
915.00. Si
drying
.•.•.'
- ------ \;,.-.:
has e a capacity of 230
*.i,
e,
•
month.1
67
passengers and 30 ears: -They- TWO BEDROOKtrailer, 14
• - 8
DOWN
mile
Stiperio
1 Man s name
make' regular
Channel from Murray.
1
Phone 753•
hstr,
,i,ted Fraliir, Sy ific.ite, Inc
2 Assiduously
ticrossings.
PanY•P
7143. •
04c

Crossword Puzzle

(.....
OH1-1---I'M
1-4
SO WEAK-I CAN
HARDLY
MOVE A
MUSCLE

HELP WANTED
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• 753

plex apartand air,
erainic tile
Phone 753TFC

•
f...

•
0* •

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
furnished or
ent, central
location.
1 Phone 753TFC

tY OWNER; four bedroom
()me, with large den, large
rivate patio, large utility room,
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
and Middle Schools. Priced to
sell. Bank loan available to right
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
753-6342 nights.
TFC

9th and Vine
11th Street.
h. Possessii 411
each. Phoile
06C
furnished
screened ii
ily. Phone 753TEC
urnished house.
753-6944. 06C
rnished apartnd living room
kitchen, close t),
ecorated. Prefer
lady. 95306P

_

OOM
HOUSE,
tober 8. Phone
:00 pin.
010P

•

ROOM air condilioned
e mile from Nfrray.
month • water furone Cadiz 522-6332. 09C
EDROOM furnished
bath with additional
room. Carpeted, oil
her. $75.00 per Month.
cres Trailer Court.
yfield collect 24705P
EDROOM furnished
e block from University.
month. Phone 753-6133
ntrnent.
09C
NEW - two-bedroom
All large rooms. Garbage
.
, new Tappan stove and rator furnished.. Rent
ble. Available Sept. 30th.
or couple with one child.
53-3951 before 8:00 TFC

R ROOM Jurilished apart2
blocks front court
re. Phone 753-4645 or 7531FC
-BEDROOM.trailer, 4 mile
Murray. Phone 753.
04C

CALL

FOR SALE

About Our
Aluminum Plates

Holstein calf, bulls or heifers, from 1
week to weaning age.

254 each

For further information phone . . .
489-2161 after 5:00 P.M.

* We do all types of . . . .
* We have all types of .

BY OWNER; Reduced, three
bedroom brick at 1106 South 16th
Street. $20,000.00. Phone 7531668.
TFC

- CHECK OUR PRICES FIRST * We Have All Types of.. . .

The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916

Shoe Repair and Dye Work
Work Boots, Western Boots
and Work Shoes
Leather Goods for Horses
and Pets

5reef
f0-4-

CARPORT SALE, 1706 Keenland,
Saturday, October 7, from 8:004:00. Men's and women's
clothing, children's clothing,
baby clothes, toys and games,
miscellaneous.
06C

Al/

12'x64'-1971 FLEETWOOD TWO AKC registered Toy Poodle
mobile home, with living room puppies, 7 weeks old. $60.00 each.
expando. Also 12'xI2' metal Also two nice AKC registered
utility building to stay. Land- female Pekingese breeders,
scaped. Central heat and air, $45.00 each. Phone 753-4469 after
three bedrooms, 11-2 baths, shown 6:00 p.m.
05C
by appointment. Phone 753-8560
after 6:00 p.m. or 753-3648 days.
205 Riviera Courts.
016C

#4**StfikliM***
CABLEVISION*

24' BOAT Trailer, double tandem
with swivel bolsters. Excellent # Before Oct 13 and
AUCTION SALE
condition. Price $450.00. Phone
Installation foil
"FOTTERFINIGERS("
05C *Receive
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, 436-2427.
October 7, 10:00 a.m., Perkins
WANTED 11) RENT
WANTED TO RENT
McNeely farm, 5 miles south of 1971 TRIUMPH Motorcycle.
CALL 753-5005 *
Farmington, Ky., or 3 miles Good condition. Phone Robert *
* or visit the Murray *
753-2217
Baar,
after
05C
4:30
p.m.
northeast of Tri City, Ky. Mr.
e
••
* Cablevision Office in the *
tO ACRE FARM with 5 room •
J & W Texaco. Jerry Ross and
McNeely, being unable to work
SIGN UP FOR
* Bel Air Shopping Center *
brick house, 8 miles south of •
Charles Aldridge managers.
has sold his farm and bought a 18' MARK TWAIN boat with 100
* on South_
Murray, on Highway 121. Day
Opening Friday, September Z.
mobile home, leaving a house of H.P. Mercury motor. Trailer
12th.atilt***********S.
phone 753-1443, after -5-pan. 436'Speclializes in Mercedes Benz,
nice furniture, appliances, an- included. Phone 753-7547 after
Before Oct 13 and :41 Toyota and Volvo. Also car
TFC
5489.
air
09C LARGEST VARIETY of piatols
tiques and farm equipment to
:
Receive Installation for;conditioning and road service.
One Child
sell.
•
in Kentucky. No increase in
•
•
•
50 ACRES; 16 acres tendabie. •
A Few items ane: extra nice 1971 ATLANTIC 12'x60'.....two prices._ Country_ Boy Stores,
• 437-9594,Bardin, Ky. October 21C
•
Located northwest carrier Henry
sofa, living room suite, platform bedroom house trailer. Fully Army Surplus, 9 miles from
County, Tenn., the. Becky
• FOR ALL your auction sale needs.
rocker, odd chairs of all kinds, carpeted, refrigerator, stove and Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
CALL
753-5305
•
Paschall place, close to Paschall •
nice poster bedroom suite, odd air conditioner. Phone Mayfield 117 and 164. Open Sunday until
• or visit the Murray • call Otto Chester's Auction
Cemetery. Contact Margie • Cablevision Office in the •
05P 4:lp.mii.
dresser and chest, nice desk, end 247-3348.
06C
• Service, 435-4042. Experienced,
•
Paschall, 503 South 8th Street,• Bel Air Shopping Center
efficient service. Reasonable
and
tables,
coffee
antique
nice
•
•
October4P
Murray,Ky. Phone 753▪ on South 12th.
• rates.
dining room suite with china BEAUTIFUL 5 gaited pleasure SUEDE COAT,size 16. Also black
a
111
October1OP
2873.
cabinet, old trunk, rocker and horse, 9 years old. A gelding, it winter coat, size 14. Phone 753many other nice items. Lots of Tennessee Winking Horse,
8370.
06C
Feedin"
Speed
"Our
Furniture
121
USED
on
H&R
electric
appliances, stove, saddle horse. Very gentle.Phone
222'2 ACRE FARM, one mile
Cafeteria Line
05C USED 30" General Electric
refrigerator, home freezer and 7-53-5606 during day.
over County line in Graves Concord Road, 4 miles from
-Adequate Storage
Feeds You Fine,
many more. There will be a
range and older -refrigerator.
County. Phone Farmington 345- Murray. Has lots of good used
-Bath with tub & shower
In a lot less time
large collection of glass and GARAGE SALE, Thursday, Phone 753-3748 or 753-6883 after
2407.
09C furniture and lots of antiques. See
-Large kitchen or dining area
to for your needs. Phone 753china, old sewing machine, jars, October 5, from 4:0C-9:00 p.m. 5:00p.iii.
TRIANGLE INN
06C
Fireplace
10P
October
4716.
jugs, kettles, dutch oven, milk and Friday, October 6, from 7:00
TM REF BEDROOM
brick .
cans; flat irons and much more. a.m.-6:00 p.m. Lots of nice BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
veneer house, located at 507
Farm Equipment: extra nice clothes, household items, fur- Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Whitnell Avenue. Phone 436-5580 CVRIOUS TO know if ads for the 'KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
801 Ford tractor, new Birch dist, niture. 301
before 2:00 or after 5:00 p.m. 05C Red Geranium in Canton are Control, phone 7S3-3914,100 South
South 6th Street- 05C Piano Company, across from
with sealed bearings. Three 14"
13th Street. "Every day you
Pest Office, Paris,Tenn.
-06C enjoyed. Write Red Geranium,
delay lets bugs have their
Ford plows, cultivator, wagon,
BABY FARMS - 3to 5 acre tracts. Canton, Ky., 42211.
home,
mobile
NORRIS
010C
1972
OFFERED
SERVICES
SERVICES
OFFERED
way."
TFC
sidedresser, boom pole, Ford 12'x66', large expando. Carpeted, USED BALDWIN Spittet piano.
Part of Claude L. Miller farm,
mower, drill, lots of small hand air, washer, dryer, fireplace, Used Baldwin organ,' used
just southwest of Murray.
tools, grab boxes, rubber tired
Beautiful wooded building site
GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
-large porch, underpenned, tor- Baldwin grand piano. Lunar&
IGN UP FOR
wagon,4 row boom tractor spray. nado straps. Completely set up. Piano Company, across from
with bottom pasture in back.
Installation or rework. No job too
For information call Otto Riviera Courts,753-3966.
Road now being built. Will fur06C
big or too small.Call for estimate
09C Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
Chester's Auction Service, 435nish surveyed plat.
436-2159, Jim,
October23P
Oct.
Before
13
and
4042, Lynn Grove, Ky. Otto YARD SALE, 427_ South 8th SPINET-CONSOLE
Claude L. Miller. 753-3064
piano
phones 753-3059. _ _
Receive Installation for Chester, Auctioneer Pan Miller, Street, Bill Cain, Wednesday, available to responsible person in
09C
CUSTOM COMBINING, plus
apprentice auctioneer. "It pays Thursday and Friday, Octoberl, this vicinity. $31.80 will . handle
41auling porn or beans. Phone 753to sell the Chester WO."
5, and 6, all day. Antique dishes, with remaining balance onNEW THREE bedroom brick on
October25C
8090.
litatch_next_tito week's papers
Ware, china figures, 'odds smaller payments. Write Joplin
150'x200' lot, one mile southwest
CALL 753-5005
for other big antiqiie aucti
04P
- Ptanai-Al14.444-641101,
and endS.
or visit the Murray
of Coldwater on black top- road.
sales in Calloway and Marshall
PIANO
TUNING-Repair Cablevision Office in the
Price $16,500. If interested phone
Counties.
05P
GOOD STURDY living room
rebuilding. Prompt expert serBel Air Shopping Center
489-2110.
BOY'S CLOTHES,
010C
size 12, suite, $60.00, Phone 753-1487 after
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
on South 12th.
woman's
suede
leather coat with 500 pm
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,04C
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
October 7, 10:00 a.m., rain or mink collar, size 10. All in good
AUTOS FOR SALE
SEPTEMBER REPORT FOR Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- WILL DO
condition.
Phone
Combining.
753-2565.
Phone
75304P
shine, about 5 miles west of
MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
1O72
8911.
October 1 1C 7287.
09C Murray, Ky., 2 mile south off
1967 DA'TSUN station wagon,
307 N.- 4th 753-6091
EXTRA NICE Trailer, 1968 Allen
NOTICE
TO
-CREDITORS-,_
Highway 121 from sign, '2 mile,
RADIO, TELEVISION,
automatic. Extra sharp. See at
BARIt-PAIN'r
and
10'x51'. 1967 Richland 10'x46'. Air
Gwendolyn
Knouff,
SMALL
bec'd
APPLIANCE
-comLL -130-21TY -kind -of hauling,-west-of..Ste 1a,
916 North lOth Street.
,atRio en.
tirnniittioned, underpinned. With
09C
SALES 8. SERVICE
Daniel C. Knouff, 200 South 12th mercial spraying. Local painter, including garbage in _county. At 0. Butterworth farm.
SPECIALIZING IN CB 8. CAR
References. Free estimate.
electric poles. Priced for qiiiclt
St., Murray, Ky., Executor
the lowest prites. Phone 753This is one of the best sales.I
1971 MAVERICK, to* mileage, aapip _REPAIR
Phone Farmington 382sale. Going out of business. Call
7450.
09C Sold his farm, will sell fanning 753-4481.
one owner. 6 cylinder automatic,
2299.
October20C
04C
Mabel Gingles Stark, Dec'd
equipment
arid
household
items.
factory air. Phone 753-4563 days
Other Stuff to our
Vernon
Butterworth, 1708 PICK THE stone for your new
or after 5:00 p.m. 753-2667. 04C
FREE ESTIMATt on septic tank' 1967 Massey Ferguson 135
Homemade Ice Cream
Magnolia ,Dr., Murray, Ky., home. Let us build your fireplace.
;installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC tractor, three' 12" plows, disc, REDUCE, EXCESS fluids with
Is like a T-Model Ford
Adm.
Visit our showroom for ideas.
cultivator, .2 row planter (John Fluidex, 91.69. Lose weight with
To a limosine
Stone Craft, 904 East Wood
Deere), Ford mowing machine, Dcx-A-Diet capsules, $1.98 at
WILL DO any type of carpenter
1968 OPEI.. See at 1610 College
Bardnie Jones, Dec'd
Street, Paris,Tenn.,901-642 1
TRIANGLE
INN
5' bushhog, Case wagon with Dale &Stubblefield RX •
Free
Farm Road or phone 753-5808,
Randa B. Cunningham a..d 1199.
1TP
Octoberl1C work, small or large jobs.
grain bed, grader blade, boom Drugs.
estimate. Phone 753after 4:30 p.m.
06C
Sharilyn- B. Erwin, 511 S. 8th St.,
pole, tractor windshield, 450
Mustang Riding Lawn
November2C
WANT TO BUY
Co-Adm.
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING; 7955.
bales orchard grass hay, garden
Mowers powered by Big.
1964
1966 CHEVROLET truck, long
SIMCA.
'Single
bed,
carpets, floors, furniture and
tiller, electric fence, steel posts,
Powerful
7 HT.Briggs and
__whist base, one ton. Bean sides.
Arthur C. LaFollette, Dec'd
wall cleaning. Ask about our LET ME clean out your attics, barbwire, new pressure spray, reasotiably priced..Call 753Stratton Motor. Direct
Phone 753-5401.
06C
06(.'
-Irma G LaFollette, 808 N. 20th .housewide cleaning, weekly, garage, or outbuildings, where 16" socket wrench set and many 4045.
Music Lessons
from factory. Still in
Professional teachers of
St., Murray-,--Kk,,
bimonthly or monthly: Phone-Tau-Nye radffaitas-accomulated. cinscellaneous items.
--EXec:erates, over 3,000 Brand
GARAGE SA I Y., Saturday.
1969 FORD pickup, like new. 1963
Piano,organ, voice, guitar,
collect Servicemaster for free Phone 436-2135.
new 1973 Models. With Full
06C The following choice pieces;
October 7, 8:30 a-art--1:90Chevrolet four door Belair. A real
accordion, drums and band
Pearl E. Jones, Cherry, Dec'd estimate, 247-7333. Octoberl3NC
- one
150 year old press, 3 long and 2 Tables,
year-- -Factory
lamps,
shoes, men's and
second car. Phone 753-1277 days
Jack Ward, 1608 College Farm .
instrilments. .1 Se-B Music
Warranty.
CARPET-LINOLEUM in- short- drawers, unusually nice. woman's clothing, 'books and
or 753-5175 nights.
. 06C
Center, Murray, Ky. 753Road. Murray, Ky. Ececutor
3U11:DOZER- W
- ORK, trucking,
Must be sold immediately,
stallations and repairs, all types. Bowl and pitcher. Imperial other • items too numerous to
7575.
also bank' gravel, fill dirt and
not for $389.95, only $189,95.
combination refrigerator and
commercial.
Residential
For
or
mention.
1205 Gatesborough. 06C
1)ATSUN 1200,dark green,
-Ella P. Mathis, Dec'd
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
freezer, Frigidaire stove. Porch
Full price total delivered to
free estimate phone 436factory air, excellent et edition.,
your door.
set,
2
large
canned
mirrors,
large coal stove. Myrtle Wyatt, Route 6, Murray, or 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m. TFC 2124.
fruit
BUY
TO
WANT
f
iber
NovelIC
ovf-Tinileage. Phone 753-2923 or
GARAGE
AND
yard
sale,
Friday
and old jars, Aladdin lamp,
04C Ky., Adm.
Phone 436-5615.
and Saturday, 0tiober 6-7, 9:00753-5532.
,
06C
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING,
blinder,
quilts,
churns.
Bennie Settle, Dec'd
experienced in interior and ex- ,JOHN'S REPAIR Service depression cookie jar .and 'large 6:00. Clothing, clothes dryer,
ironer, table and chairs, brass
Cook Settle, Route 7, Murray, terior. Fully equipped for all Plumbing-electrical-roofing and dish, beauillul -glass -dish
with
1971 DATSUN 1200 Coupe, blue, 4
Antique Clocks
Ky., Executt}r
painting. Free estimates. Phone carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or butterfly with outstretched wings bed, antique mantle, Mika- anspeed, mags, console and tach.
.753-7625 nights.
TFic on top, wagon tongue and many tiques. jewelry.50 to 100 mud grip
489-2287.
October17C
We buy and -sell old clocks,
Phone 753-1319 before 5:00 or 753tires, swan.; set. This is not junk.
Roy
Foster,
Dec'd
parts.
cases, works and
small items.
06C
7541 after 5:00p.m.
You wed it. we have it. 306 North
Cathy
Sykes,
CARD
1628
OF
Main
St.,
THANKS
ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
Over 150 in stock. We
Nilt responsible in case of
Murray, Ky., Adm.
06P
us completely cover your home accidents. Eats and, drinks 8th Street.
repair clocks. J & B Music
words are futile to express the with Reynolds weather tight served.
LOST & FOUND
5,
Center. 753-7575.
Douglas Shoemaker,
love and kindness shown us by aluminum sic/. Also we do
Louis H. Ediiiondson, Deed
Associate Shoemaker Livestock "NEVER used anything like it,"
Win. Donald Overbey, 291 Mein our many friends, neiglibms, soffitt and overEingS on brick.
and
Auction Company in charge say users of Blue Lustre carpet
LOST -BLACK female puppy, WANT TO BUY old furniture, St., Murray, Ky., Adm.
relatives, and church members Storm windows & door, shutters
of sale. Phone_753-3375, Murray, cleaner. Rent electric shamwith white markings on tail, seat attic junk, or anything, of value.
following the death of (our loved. and carports:•'.Free-estunates.
Kv.
017C Ben Durw4shti
05C pooer $1. Big K, Belaire Shopping
and chest, long haired. Eight Phone 436-2135:
Harrell, Sr., Deed one, Mrs. Eula -Peeler. There is Call Garland's Aleminurn Ser- +•\
weeks old. Re*ard offered.
Center.
07C
Linda Harrell, Route 1, Almo, peace and comfort in the thought vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
1955(;MC pickup truck with bad
Phalle
after 1:00 p.m.
that we did not face these hours Sedalia 328_8398,
.Executor
October23C
FOISALE OR TRADE
loam-. Cheap. Phia al 753any day.
06C
All persons having claims a 14ioe. We especially thank thos4.4
BELTONE - FACTORY fresh 6215.
06P
•
.
against said estates are notified who sent foodvdonors of flowers,
hearing aid batteries for all make
•
1970
KAWASAKI
Service,
Phone
500,
Tank
.753SEPTIC
YOUNG'S
doctors
_and nurses at the
to present them to the Ad_
Through A
_hearing aids. Wallis Drugs.
THREE PARTY carport sale at
8550
Kentucky. Cleaned and
lyt iiiinistrator
PEST CONTROL
or Executors *verified -Murray-Calloway, County,'Mayfield,
1113 North 18th Street i Dodson &
repaired-coMmercial or
tt.c.turxlitte, to law, same to he 144)spital.- B. William McKin18th), Friday and Saturday,
septic
traps.
'residential.
Grease
ney,
the • singers, the Max
GARAGE SALE. 1708 Keenland October 6th and 7th, from 9:00
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT presented to said Administrator.
•AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
industrialllaste
4)1 Executors- in'
Draite, 8:00 a.m.-12:00 noon, .in. to 6:00p.m. each day. Many
thie-44aurse of, Chur('liill Funeral Home, and tanks,cesspools,
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
FOR RENT suite of offices. law.
those who sent messages of disposal. Vacuum cleaned-all
Saturday,October 7. Clothes,size
'
monthly • contract required.
items of clothing, bedding, bookaear.
bonded
12 and 16, quilts and bodspreads, Joys, sinallappliances;furniture,
This 2 day of Oauber, 1972. coodolences. May G,441 bless each- 'enclosed. Licensed and
Simerior Exterminating Com- Adequate parking, 711 Main
Phone-247-7750, if no answer 247
Street. Phone 753-7846, or 753of you.
drape% and many fiousehold etc. Several new items.
Marvin Harris, Clerk
pany, phone 75377266. October20C
October7(
753-8382
1409.
06C
TFC
Rite). Peeler and family *ITC
By: Judith-AinIty,-11-C_ITP
-05P
Bakitaltts!

607 South 4th
Across from K-N Root Beer
Open Monday thru Saturday 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Formerly Keistier Shoe Service

CABLEV1SION

Rag
1,72

PIG
UMW Rohm epraillooK 41.3.

*

Only 99'

* WANT TO RENT *

YOUNG MARRIED COUPLE

Permanent Residents of Murray
Wish To Rent

PHone353-6213

ROOM unfurnished
ge utility, garage,
ots of storage space.
gas heat. Phone 753TFC

NICE trailer, carpete7
TV,air conditioned, electric
$100.00 per month, deposit
red. Phone 753-7358.
TFC

Vernon's Shoe Store
Leather Goods
Shoe Repair

FOR SALE

in County
Prefer House With .

()MP on Kentucky
be6Oorrik
,
ompletely furnished.
by week or month.
TFC

E BEDROOM trailer. Can
en at Hale's Trailer Court.
me 753-9867.
TFC

1-'0R SALE

FOR SALE

2 or 3 BEDROOM HOUSE

D APARTMENT,
kitchen, bathroom
and bath. One or two
Ammerman ApartIi 16th Street, 753November7C

1SHED APARTMENT,
with pleasant and quiet
endings. Zimmerman
nents, South 16th Street.
753-6609.
October6C

NOTICE

Only 99

LERS for rent and
uper Shell, Murray,
one Max at 753ITC -

UP shop for rent near
Phonem
!
October4C -

NOTICE

Call
753-1916
•
•
******** 000000*********00000**00000000000 0000

-.

M intidern mobile
heat,$75.00 month.
m ultra-modern
in Fox Medows.
to right couple.
de
water
and
06C

DROOM unfurnished
uth 15th. Phone 753ly.
06C

*** 00**** 000000000

,AT KENIANA Shores the
smallest lot is 80'x200'. Prices
'start at $795, Only $10, down and
$10 per month. Lake access. All
utilities including central water.
Phone 436-5320.
TFC

BY OWNER; 63 acre farm, 55
acres tendable land, 3.38 dark
fired tobacco base,'2 acre burley
,tobacco base, 47 acres corn base.
grain program is
The feed
$1106.00 a year. Farm located
' one mile on Highway 464, off of
Highway Of west. Phone E. Joe
OctoberlOC
Burkeen,753-3970.

M mobile home,
ted throughout.
hone 49206C
PARTMENT for
dents. Available
-after
010P
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NOTICE
$200.00 REWARD

For_the recovery of carpenter tools stolen
September 30 or October 1, in Coldwater,
Ky. All information will remain confidential.

CABLEVIS1ON
Only 99'

Phone Lee Ro!ers 489-2331

447'
'111

PUBLIC SALE

Write for Free
picture brochure.
Mustang Riding
Lawn Mowers
4200 Cadieux
Detroit, Mich.48224

Settle The
Estate

Public Auction
John Randolph
Realty & Auction

PAdF. TWEI,VE

THE LEDGER & TIMES

War Prisoners Watch As Companions
Leave Prisons To Return To Homes

Editors Note: AP Special
Correspondent Peter Arnett has
Just returned from a visit to
Hanoi, his first trip to the
North Vietnamese capital after
eight years of reporting from
the battle and political fronts of
South Vietnam. In the following
story he recounts a dramatic,
unexpected meeting with seven
American prisoners of war only
minutes before he enplaned to
leave Hanoi.)
„..
By PETER AHNETI
AP Special Correspondent
Seven men. All dressed in
simple blue denim prison garb.
All crewcut. All American. And
they had something else in
common: a powerful desire to
come home.
I could reach out across the
table and touch their hands.
Yet the guls between us was
immeasureable. I was a free
man, about to board a plane
within the hour and wing back
to the United States.
Not these men. One of them,
Navy Cmdr. Eugene Wilbur,
from Columbia Cross Roads,
Pa.. had sat across that table a
dozen times in the past four
and one half years, watching
faces of free men flit by as he
waited for his turn.
Wilbur and the six others
were all U.S. pilots shot down
over North Vietnam and held in
prisoner of war camps. I was
with a delegation of four American antiwar activists in Hanoi
to escort home three pilots released by the North Vietnamese.
At the last moment of our
ten-day visit we were summoned to a Government building in downtown Hanoi. We
were ushered into a long room
and saw tables crowded with
beer bottles and glasses.
A few seconds later they
came in, seven men with hands
outstretched and faces beaming. They were more eager to

see as than any other men 1
had ever met.
Two North Vietnamese officials sat in the room with us.
Reporters and television cameras flooded in for the first five
minutes. The affair was obviously carefully orchestrated
by the North Vietnamese, the
pilots handpicked for the meeting.
But only a master impressario could have created the
spontaneous burst of feeling
that had the pilots in bear hugs
with their American visitors.
It is known that most of the
approximately. 400 U.S. pilots
officially reported held in North
Vietnamese prison camps don't
wish to meet with visiting journalists and U.S. antiwar activists. Apparently they are fearful of being tabled as collaborators.
The Pentagon, however, says
it will not hold pilots responsible for statements made while
in prison. And watching these
seven men animatedly discussing their letters, and families, and prison life, I felt it
-would take a hardened heart indeed to condemn them for coming that day.

said. "Tell her I am working at
this end."
Lt. Peter Callahan, from Bellmore, New York,said, "I don't
know how you can talk with my
wife without giving her mental
anguish in cliatisirig between
the peace movement and the
government. If there is ever a
group of men duped by the government, then here we sit."
Then there were the personal
asides. Callahan said he was
shot down on June 21 this year,
and at the time his wife was
nine months pregnant. She has

Wage

made no reference to it in her
letters. "Am 1 a father or
aren't I?" he wanted to know.
Lt. Donald Karl Logan of
Northridge, Calif., said, "Tell
my wife to stop typing her
name at the end of her letters.
Tell her to write it out so I
know it's her."
"Say hi to Patty for me,"
said bachelor Air Force Lt.
Greg Hanson, from.Thousand
Oaks, Calif., in a personal message.
"Just don't play games with
the packages," said Lt. Richard Fulton, from Mesa, Ariz.,
when told by the visitors of
North Vietnamese charges that
spying devices were being sent
into the camps from America.
Capt. David lieffman, from
San Diego, Calif., mentioned
the names of several other
POWs and said, "Those people
have not received any mail
from their families since the
day they were shot down."
And all the men bemoaned
the continued air war against
the north.
"I think we are in more dan-
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ger from our own aircraft dropping bombs than we are from
the North Vietnamese," said
Hoffman.
.The conversation flowed on.
The beer glasses clinked and
you could almost forget that
these men were prisoners and
you were free. But not for long.
One of the North Vietnamese
officials stood up and announced to the visitors, "You
have a plane to catch," and the
talk was over. The pilots sucked at the dregs of their beer
glasses.
Callahan crushed my hand as
he went out. "Get us out of
here, will you?" he said, and
then they were all gone, swallowed up in Hanoi City somehwere
Maybe a whim of the North
Vietnamese will pluck some of
these men to freedom, like the
three pilots who came back
with us from Hanoi last week.
For the others, the wait will
continue. Some Americans in
North Vietnam have already
been prisoners of war longer
than any other servicemen in
American history.

Death Claims
Mrs. Tutt At
Hospital Today
Mrs. Girtie Tutt succumbed
this -morning at 4:30 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 86 years of
age and her death followed an
extended illness.
The deceased was the wife of
Otis Tutt who died in 1938. She
was a member of the Spring
Creek Baptist Church. Born
September 14, 1886, in Calloway
County, Mrs. Tutt was the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Mose Spann.
Survivors
one
include
daughter, Mrs, James iNadine
McCallon .of Murray Route
Seven; four sons, Budl Tutt, 505
Chestnut Street, Murray,
Talmadge,Odell, and Max Tutt,
all of Murray Route Eight; two
sisters, Miss Martha Spann and
Dr. Liza Spann, both of Murray
Rout Eight; twelve grandchildren; thirteen
great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at two pm. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
Norman Culpepper officiatine
Interment will be in the Coles
Camp Ground Cemetery with
the arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call,

Drug Council To Review
Generic Drug Qualities
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)The Kentucky Drug Formulary
Council now is complete and
ready to start trying to determine which generic drugs are
equivalent to generally more
expensive brand name medications.
Gov. Wendell Ford has appointed the five memberes he
names to the nine-man council
under the 1972 Generic Drug
The council now will select a
chairman and begin meeting to
draw up a list of generic drugs
which it determines are
therapeutically equivalent to
those bearing brand names. Generic drugs are those containing the same chemical Ingredients and generally are
less expensive than brand
name medications.
Once the list is completed, a
pharmacist may substitute a
generic drug on it for a brand
name called for in a prescription and would have to do
so if the patient so requested.
No such substitution could be
made, however, if the physician
specified on the prescription
that none should be given.
Appointed to four-year terms
on the council by Ford were
Robert L. Barnett Jr. and Leo
Nohstall, both of Louisville.
Ford appointed Dr. E. C. Seeley, London, and Joseph D. Pollock, Louisville, to three-year
terms and Dr. Kenneth Crawford, Louisville, to a two-year
term.
Seeley and Crawford were
nominated by the Kentucky

Association while
Barnett was nominated by the
Kentucky Pharmaceutical Association, as required by the 1972
law. Each was selected from a
list of three names presented
by the respective association.
The only statutory sipulation
under which Nohstall and Pollack were selected was that one
had to be a consumer with no
connection with the health field.
State Rep. Robert E. Hughes,
D-Louisville, was appointed to
the commission by the Legislative Research Commission and
will serve at its pleasure.
Hughes was the primary sponsor of the generic drug bill.
Serving as ex-officio members of the council with full voting rights are the Department
of Pharmacology chairmen at
the University of Louisville and
the University of Kentucky and
the Dean of UK's College of
Pharmacy. Each of those three
may nominate a faculty member of equal qualifications to
serve on the council in their
place, if they desire.
Members of the council will
receive $25 for each day spent
in session and will be reimbursed for their necessary and.
reasonable expenses.
No date was set in the law
for the council to complete its
list of generic drugs.
Other appointments made by
Ford are:
-R. R. "Babe" Thomas._
Elizabethtown, and Randall
Aull, Owensboro, to three-year
terms in the Kentucky Bureau
of Veterans Affairs; Robert
McDonald, Cumberland, and
Charles Maxfield, Frankfort, to
two-year terms in the bureau,
and Louis Atchison, Winchester
to a one-year term.
-Bert L. Blieden, Louisville,
to a one-year term on the Economic Development Commission.
-Milton D„ Thompson, Jr.,
Frankfort; Mrs. Andrew C.
Duke, Maysville; Blaine A.
Guthrie, Middleton; Mrs. E. 0.
Kelly Jr., Springfield, and Dr.
Hambleton Tapp, Versailles, to
the Executive Committee of the
Kentucky Heritage Corrunission. All already were members of the Heritage Commission itself; Thompson was
made chairman of the executive committee.

(Continued from Pagel)
stelal nature and the are now
exempt from overtime pay.
The chief aim of the conservatives is to assure that the
final version of the legislation
contains a lower wagefor Workers under 18 than for other
full-time employes.
TiLaalsiase-passed bill, written Jay the conservative coalition, would keep the minimum
at Mk 'or teen-agers but
would raise the basic rate to
$1.80 two months from now and..
The antiwar statements the to $2 a year later.
seven made apparently were
The Senate bill would raise
part of the scenario of the the rate to $2 two morphs from
meetings, the price of admis- now and to $2.20 two years latsion. Some of the 12 American er, with no differential for teenpilots released by the North agers. It would bring eight milVietnamese over the years re- liou new workers under covUNITED NATIONS, N.Y. stage lobbying campaign on much influence. The U.S. share
versed their anti-war state- erage of the minimum wage.
.1 AP)- With the full-time help many doubtful diplomats.
was held to 40 per cent in postments after they returned to
Since the vote last August, Of a prominent U.S. senator,
McGee said after a strategy war years. Later it was pared
America. Others didn't.
Dent and other supporters of a U.S. diplomats are mounting a session at the U.S. mission that downward toward an original
The antiwar rhetoric came strong bill have been working drive behind-the-scenes to con- he was assigned to set forth the goal that no member should
thick and fast. Wilbur has met for. a compromise that would Vince reluctant U.N. members U.S. view in ,some 40 contacts pay more than 25 per cent. But
the United States is still by far
with other visiting groups and swing enough Southern votes to to lower the American share of with envoys from other lands.
.In an interview, McGee said: the largest donor, more than
he repeated what he had said permit a conference. They the U.N. budget.
thought they had an agreement
The sum involved is only $13 "We have an excellent chance" double the 14 per cent paid by
then.
last week, Dent said, but it fell million of the approximately of winning General Assembly the runner-up Soviet Union.
Among
new
attorneys
half-billion' the United States approval. And he said he will More than 60 countries pay less recently admitted to the
"Tell my wife and family you apart. 'have seen me. Tell her to use
kicks in to the U.N. system use his leverage in Congressto than a twentieth of 1 per cent practice of law in ceremonies
every facility to help you and
over-all, but the political stakes prevent the House proposal for each, though each has one vote held at the Kentucky Court of
the antiwar movement," he
are big.
an inunediate unilateral U.S. in'-the United Nations, as does Appeals Char else,s in Frankfort
If the dispute isn't Cured,
was L. Daniel key, 2220
- the cutback from becoming law.
the United States.
No. 1 supporter of the United
"If we can achieve it that
Lowering the U.S. share now Davenport, Lexington, and
(Continued from Page 1)
Nations could wind up in offi- way," he said of the hoped-for will not raise others' dues be- formerly of Paducah.
cial default. U.S. diplomats victory at the United Nations, cause it is anticipated some
Key is a graduate of Paducah
spokesman
A
for
the fear this would open up a spiral "it's 'important that we not new countries such as the tw.o Tilghman High. School and
MONTICtLLO, Ky. AP)-The Beldon Corp. is slated to begin
Treasury Department added, of foreign accusations matched blow it." He meant any one- Germanys will be entering the received a BA degree from the
construction of a $4.5 million electrical plant this month.
The company said the plant:scheduled for completion in July :There was a breakdown In the by U.S. disenchantment with sided congressional action:
United Nations, and some University of Kentucky. He
1973 will employ some 300 workers. The firm will manufacture computer so there were many the world organization.
McGee estimated that per- present members such as Ja- served with the U.S. Army for
irmacuracies."
two years and received the
Running two-way interference haps 25 U.N. members-, in- pan will be paying mere,.
_electronic
_ wire and cable for the cable-TV market.
At stake is how Kentucky's in trying to head off a collision cluding the
The U.S. argument as pre- degree of juris doctor from the
Communist counSen. Gale McGee, a Wyom- tries, are hard-core opponents sented backstage here leaves University of Kentucky College
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API-Democratic senatorial nominee share -st-,:this
Walter Huddleston and Republican nominee Louie B. Nunn will $5.1 billion revenue-sharing pot ing Dert-foCratKi is orrthe-- 4•:-rertiieing the4Ja. due:L-10, otit_the souring of Nixon admin- of'Law in May.
will be divided up if Congress, ate Foreign Relations and Ap- figured many
_lle. is married to the former
meet in a debate here Thursday evening.
others regret the istrallon and"- congressional
The Louisville Jaycees said the two candidates will discuss as expected; approves a final propriations committees and U.S. bid, but are open to per- opinion of the United Nations Claire 17fillirigton, daughter of- Septeipber_28, 19'12
ADULTS 204version of the revenue-sharing also happens to be a member suasion.
issues and problems facing the state and nation.
after last year's U.S.-opposed Dr. arid Mrs. Charles Billington
NURSERY
10
hills before it adjourns.
of
Paducah. Danny is the son of
of the U.S. delegation te the
Britain is one major critic of ouster of Taiwan.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
There had been two sets cif U.N. General Assembly this the U.S.
Mr.
WASHINGTON ( API-Kentucky's senators voted on opposing
and
Mrs.
Ortis
Key
of
It
does
contend,
however,
proposaL-though U.S.
Baby Boy Grimes (Mrs.
-sides-Tuesday when the Senate defeated for the second time a figures showing distribution of year.
diplomats hope the British will that the United States will con- Paducah, and the grandson_cf_ Sondra
Lynn Grimes), 316
motion to shut off debate on a bill which would establish a con- the $87.3 million. Both accounts
This puts him ,in a strategic not press this opposition. Their tinue to finance handsomely a Mr. and Mrs. One Key, Hazel
College Cts., Murray, Ky. Baby
contain inaccuracies.• •
sumer "proteel,10/1 ageneY.
Route
position because Congress will ambassador, Sir Colin
1
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.E.
wide
range
U.N.
;of
activities
Crowe,
Sen. Marlow Cook voted for the motion, while 'Sen. John
had annourad one set tie _voting this fall on U.S. funds observed,that no one likes to outside the annual operating Erwin of Murray Route 4. He is Girl Summers Mrs. Freda Gail
Sumrnars), Rt. 3, Puryear
of figures and the official. dis- for the lirriifeel Nations-, earned. pay-rpolle 4aionoil,00d.
Sherman Cooper voted gainst it.
everyone budget. Payments on these are currently employed as law Tenn.
The vote, 55-to-32, was three votes short of the required two- tribution list was put out lase in appropriations for the. State would like to pay less.
clerk
to
Earl
T.
Osborne,
Judge
voluntary.
That's
DISMISSALS .
'week by the House-Senate joint Department.
thirds majority.
Washington has been footing of the Kentucky Court of Apthe trouble with the U.S. nibs's,
Steve Lane Herndon, 1604
Cmimiittee on Internal Revenue
The House already has voted he said.
about 40 per cent of the bill on peals.
Magnolia, Murray, Mrs. Betty
PADUCAH, Ky. t AP i-The resignation of Paducah City Taxation.
to lower the 1972 U.S. contribu- --"It doesn't decrease what these U.N.-related endeavors,
Jo Kell, Rt. 1, Puryear,.Tenn.,
Manager Larry Thomas was accepted by the Paducah City ---Tiiele--were wide variances tion to 25 per cent from its other people
pay," the British ranging from economic develMrs. Diana Lynn Farley, 303 N.
Commission in a unanimous vote Tuesday night. Thomas gave no between the city-county totals present 31.52 per cent ófth .eriy-tifild a report,
and -"it opment to population research.
12th St. , Murray,Miss Debbie
explanation for his resignation.
prepared . by Cook's staff and regular U.N. budget.. The Sen- means that they
won't get the The total U.S. outlay for the
Kay Garland,1623 College Farm
those released by the coin- ate abo has approved lowering reductions that
Mayor Dolly McNutt thanked him for his "energy
they might oth- U.N. system last year came to
and
Rd,. Murray, Mrs. Mars
u
ittee
the U.S. share, now $64 million, erwise have got."
diligence" and added, This resignation is in the best interest
about
$500
million.
of
Pauline Hooks 81 Baby Girl, Rt.
Time ismunitteireriert, for ex- to 25 per cent, but with leeway
all concerned.".
McGee, who is not up for reThe U.S. argument goes like
4,
Murray,Mrs. Audrey Myers
ample,
credited
Campbell
President
Nixon
_wants
for this:
Thomas had served in the post since May 1, 1970.
election this year;has moved to
Sheets, 13091 Nina Place,
County with having a city negotiating the cutback with
The United Nations from its New York for this fall's sesGarden Grove, Calif.,Gerald
named Chicago .Heights and the United Nations.
founding days has theoretically sion. He is especially interested
Henson Richerson, Rt. 7,
said it could receive $35,500 in
is
A key question whether. the wanted to avoid over- in his U.N. tour because he
By ROBERT A. DOBKIN
Murray, Dan Keith Jones, Hasevimue sharing funds. Chicago' U.S. reduction will come as a dependence
taught
once
diplomatic
history
financially on. any
Associated Military Writer
zel, Mrs. Dorothy Ree Turner.
Heights, however, is in Illinois. one-sided U.S. move or
single member, on grounds this as a University of Wyoming
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The Glendale
Time Treasury_spokesman said agreement with the United Na- could
Dr., Cadiz, Mrs.
professor.
give that member too
.Pentagon .acknowledged ,today_
if Cook -tad been given the ,cor- tions.- Under the U.N. setup,
Gracie Bea Bucy, Rt. 1,
PASADENA, Calif. (API-World chess champion Bobby
that the swing-wing EDI fightAlmo,Mrs. Callie Gingles, 511 S.
Fischer has praised the Russian from whom he won the title, reciopopulatian date, Ire would each nation is obligated to pay
er-bombers were pulled from 13th
liasie
been
St., Murray, Tainson
correct
n
ht
on
totals.
a
scale approved by the
Boris Spassky, as polite and a -real gentleman."
combat
after the loss of one of Kenneth
Cook said the oint com- General Assembly.'
Hale, Rt. 2 Box 35,
Fischer told students acid faculty at the--Worldwide Church of
the planes Thursday, but said
Murray,Wavel Thomas PritThe 132-nation Cfenerar AsGod's Ambassador College here Tuesday that he had learned only tirittee's report also was wrong
the
jets
returned
to
action chett, Dexter, Mrs. Eula Peeler
reCently that Spassky refrained from smoking during the liecause of a number -of corn- sembly is slated to _vote instructoday.
(expired), Rt. 1, Dexter, John
puter - errors." •
tions this fall to a committee
championshi tournament out .of courtesy to the American
"
-Pentagon spokesman Jerry Henry
Herndon expired), Rt. 1.
which Will meet next year and
thallenber. Fischer is ,a nonsmoker.
W. Friedherin said a formal an- Dexter.
,
draw up dues for amounts to be
:Fischer spent an hour and a half explainInjbasic chess moves
nounceinent of new air strikes
Paid in the three-year Period
to on audience of about 800.
r(ontinued Irons Page 1)
over North Vietnani in which
starting in 1974.
•
Fills participated will be made
A farmer was driving along a
With Nixon having set a 25
NEW HAVF.N, Conn. tAPJ-Duke Ellington, the jazz great,
later,
by the U.S. Command in
plans to donate his collection of original compositions and %whim road and had to stop per cent ceiling on the U.S.
Saigon.
short to avoid being hit by a contribution as a 'policy- goal,
arrangements to Yale University, an instructor says.
(Continued from Page 1)
Until now U.S. officials both
iibassador - George Bush's
Willie Ruff, an assotiate professor in ensemble playing, said a email driving around a curve
in Washington and Saigon had Ribicoff amend'nent.
the gift will be made to the university's James Weldon Johns on an the wrong side rif the road_ team at the United Nations is
refused to confirm or deny reThe vote on the Ribicoff
hadril time to say anything moving into high -gear a backMemorial Collection of Negro Arts and Letters. No date was
peas that the Fills had been amendment, however, heightbefere
she
stuck
her head out
given for the donation.
-restricted from combat mis- ened the prospects for Senate
Ellington's collection includes letters and manuscripti of 19th the window and yelled "Pig!"
sills
said Tuesday rejection of all the reform
and 20th century black American writers and composers, Ruff Angered, he shouted back,"Old
that they would be available for plans on a permanent national
Sna•]"
Mill-began
driving on and
said.
operations in Southeast Asia scale. Instead, the Senate is
hardly had-time to turn aside
_
but would not state whether likely to approve merely a twoLONDON AP)-Entertainer Marianne-Faithiull said Eiklay she before hitting the largest pig he
they
actually flew into'combat year test of the various plans.
Stale
Varket
had
ever
News
seen, standing in the
plWtis to start a new life with antique dealer Oliver Musker, a
since the disappearance of 'one
-.1. Aing declared that both the
Service Oct, 4, 1072friend who visited her at the hospital where she was • under middle of the road:
Fill. Thursday.
Keiducks Purchase Area H.q.;
Ribieoff,nil Nixon proposals
treatment for drug use.
In meeting with reporters wouVperpetuate defects in the
Market 'RepoTt includes 9
Miss Faithful]. former girlfriena of Rolling Stone lead singer
today,Friedlierni acknowledged presAnt welfare system.
buying stations.
"E.:thiefare
viral
to
the
Mick Jagger, talked to newsmen for the first time since her three-.
however that "they did not fly
successful busifiessilian," said Receipts: Act. 956 Est. 700
month convalescence in Bexley Hospital south of London.
combat sorties for a couple of Tonguetwiater
liariirws and Gifts 25 lower
Smiling and holding MUsker's hand, the 25-year-old blonde said, the Irian ta a friend. "For
days there."
Sows steady
TOOF,LE, Utah IUPII "1 have never met a nice man in my life. He is a perfect gen- exatriple:'an old custonwr paid
Travelers have a hard time
said he meant the
US
1-2
200
:
230
lbs.
his
account
28.56-2925
today with a huntleman an quite a change from showbiz people-He visited me all
pronouiwing the name of this
period between Thursday and
dred dollar bill. As he Was US 1-3 200-250 lbs. 28.00-28.50
the
at Bexley and helped pull me through."
today. Part of -the problem: town near the Great Salt Lake,
J_IS
2-4240-260
lbs.
IteirArig.
27.50-28.00.
I
SURVIVAL
Aisco,yered
POWER
that
IN
he
NORTH VIETNAM-Workers and
often incorrectly saying "It"
Miss Faithful] said she and Musker, 23, plan to take a threeFriedheim said, ekes the wea- or "toe-la
y- instead of "tuil a"
week vacation on the South Pacific Island of Bali. Asked if they had iiiistakerfly 'given me two US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 26.75-27.50 oxen draw rails through Nam Dinh, North Vietnam, south of
ther
but
Sews
added
that he didn't
hundreds, stuck together.
as it is called.. The unusual
Hanoi, to repair damaged railroad lines. Railway junction there
planned to marry,she replied, "'You don't need to, do you?"
know_ if Gen. John Vogt, U.S.
name, which 'appears to be
Miss Faithful! was divorced from American art dealer John Immediately a questioh to PS 1-3 350-650 lbs. 24.00-25.1)0' have been heavily bombed. Survival power of North Vietnamese
Air Force Comi»ander-in - VietHawaiian in origin by the
ethics arose--should- I tell iny VS VI 450-650 lbs. 23.00-24.00 has impressed some correspondents visiting there.
()unbar in 1970 on grounds of adultery svi th Jagger.
spelling, actually came from an
nam, "had (Aber reasons for
BUM not fully tested.
partner?"
;AP Wirephoto) it
Aztec word for a plant similar
to a bulrush.
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:ppointed to
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pleasure.
Unary soonerug bill.
ifficio memwith full votDepartment
chairmen at
.ouisville and
entucky and
's College of
of those three
faculty mem• lifications to
cil in their
.ire.
e council will
ach day spent
will be reirnnecessary and •
ses.
set in the law
• complete its
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ents made by

do with it.
Since it was October, they
usually started out with an
With all the improved meth- oyster stew. Anybody rash
ods of transportation, the enough to swallow an oyster
Grange is no longer the princi- during a month without an "R"
pal source of eatertainmela for in it would have been expected
folks who live in the country, to drop dead on the spot.) Then
but 60 years ago it was often they really got down to business with baked ham, fried
their only soeial event.
Meetings Were held at the chicken, scalloped potatoes,
homes of the different mem- baked beans, cabbage salad,
bers every two weeks, when cake, pie, cookies, doughnuts —
there would be a discussion of and to finish off with — homemutual farm problems fol- made ice cream.
All the children had to wait
lowed by a program usually
produced by the members for the second table, but we
amused ourselves very nicely
themselves.
during the interval by going upOne of the most important stairs and trying
on all the
events of the year was the ladies' hats, thereby creating
Grange Banquet, which was an interesting situation for
the
usually held in October. And ladies when it was time to go
did the Grange members make home since we almost
never
vations at some hotel or put the hats back where we
restaurant and pay profes- found them. This
led to some
sionals to :do the work and scorching remarks
from the
furnish the food? Not on your ladies
who had no children, and
life! Where would be the fun in as
a result, we youngsters
that?
caught what was then known as
Some member with a really '`Hail Columbia" from our parbig house would offer to "enter- ents.
tain" that night.
But it was worth it.
All the furniture would be
After everyone had eaten all
stowed away somewhere
—41140
J-- could, .the women
goodness and the hostess alone gathered
in the kitchen to wash
knew where — and all the the dishes and
gossip while the
Grange members would come men knocked
down the tables
the day before the banquet to and
loaded them on wagons to
help get ready for it.
be taken back to wherever they
The men put up long wooden came' from. Then everybody
tables on trestles in practically pitched in and helped the
every room in the house. These hostess move her furniture
were covered with white linen back into place — and to and
tablecloths — yes, that's right behold! — there was every— white linen. Any woman who thing just as it was before the
dared bring anything else banquet.
would never have been able to
By then it was time to go
hold up her head again. Then home, and mothers gathered
the tables were set with the up tired offspring, tablecloths
Grange dishes which had been and whatever else was left of
brought, packed in bushel the feast, piled everything into
baskets, in a wagon from the the buggy as father drove up to
Last place of entertainment, the door and away they went
along with the Grange chairs. into the night. And nobody felt
The next night a few ladies that they had spent several
would come early "to get the days of hard work. No, indeed!
toffee started" and presently They had spent several days
whole families would begin to having a wonderful time.
arrive in buggies, light wagons,
surreys and carryalls. Everyone brought something to eat —
and such food it was! Nobody
had ever heard of calories and
they wouldn't have been impressed if they had.
A31ä overeating shortening
anybody's life — well, you ate
to live, didn't you?
And if that were true, it followed naturally enough that the
more you ate the longer you
lived. Possibly the placid leisurely enjoyment that was part
of meals then had something to
By HELEN M. PAGEL
Copley News Service
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Mrs. Loretta Meador and
Baby Girl, New Concord, Mrs.
Judith Holt and Baby Girl, 1702
Park Ave., Benton, Baby Girl
Sledd 1Mrs. Melinda Sledd ), Rt.
9, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Gerelean Rang and
Baby Girl, 202 N. 13th, Murray,
_Mrs. Patricia George and Baby
Girl, P.O. Box 301, Murray,
Mrs. Sherry Wilkins and Baby
Girl, Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs. Sherry
Jean Gibbs, Rt. 2, Murray, Leon
Perry Miller, Rt. 1, Almo,
Preston B. Oliver, Box 44,
Murray, Miss • Vera Dean
Herndon,-RL 4, Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy Ann Roberts, Rt. 6,
Murray, Donald Ray West, Rt.
7. Mayfield, Mrs. Deborah
Louise Greenfield, Rt: 3,
Murray, Fray Robert Carson,
Rt, 1, Kirksey, Miss Anita
Louise Underhill, Rt. 3, Benton,
Mrs. Marion Kay Filbeck, Rt, 3,
Benton, James
Norman
Coursey, Rt. 1, Almo, Sam
Miller, Rt. 6, Murray, Charles
Owen Paschall Sr., Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Eveiy-n.Bynum, 312 N. 6th, Murray,
Mrs.. Cecil June; Seyer, Pine
Bluff Shores, Hainlin, Master
Karl Glenn Strode, Rt. 3,
Murray, Alexander ,Happy
McLeod, P.O. Box 123, Hazel,
William Mcclain Nelson, 502
Greenhill Dr., Benton, Mrs.
Leona Duncan, 1505 Stadium
View Dr., Murray, Nolan
Jetton, 1209 Peggy Ann,
Murray, Mrs. Mabel Donna
Brown,301 N.8th, Murray, Mrs.
Beulah Ireae Downs, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Rebecca Louise
Graham, Sri-monis.
•

LTC Hugh Kelso Named As Chief New Program Aimed at Helping
Infants Slow in Development
Chaplain At Proving Ground

toberis
Cooperative
Month Here

I Editor's Note: The following OTC Kelso served as a -chaplain
article and picture appeared in in the U.S Army Reserve.
a newspaper at the Yuma
Commissioned into active
Arizona, Proving Ground. OTC service in October 1961,
Hugh P. Kelso is chief chaplain Chaplain Kelso was stationed at
at the base. He is the son of Mr. Headquarters 3rd Medium
and Mrs. Urie Kelso of Murray, Tank Battalion, 123rd Armor,
Route Seven.)
Ft. Knox,Ky. Front August 1962
Chaplain (LTC) Hugh P. to June 1965 he served as
Kelso sueceeds Uhaplain I CPT) chaplain at Garmisch Sub Post,
James H. Taylor as Protestant ^Murriau, Germany. From
Chaplain at Yrna Proving Germany he went to Ft. Polk,
Ground.
La., assigned to Headquarters
Chaplain Taylor left ym Detachment, 1st Training
Brigade.
LTC
Kelso
attended
Chaplain's Officer Career
Course at Ft. Hamilton, N.Y. in
Septeniber 1966. His next duty
assignment took him to
Thailand with Headquarters
and Headquarters Company,
44th Engineer Group.
From August 1968 to June
1971, he served at Ft. Stewart,
Ga. as post chaplain. He then
went to the Republic of Vietnam
where he wa stationed until
May of this year.
Chaplain Kelso is recipient of
the Meritorious Service Medal,
the Brenze Star, Army ComLTC HUGH P. KELSO a mendation- Medal, -Combat
Infrantry Badge, and Republic
Ju1y 1410 attend-the-Chaplain' of Vietnam Campaign Medal.
Keiso and his wife,
Officer Career Course at Ft.
the former Dorthy Holland of
Hamilton, N.Y.
Prior to this assignment, Paris, Tenn. reside in post
Chaplain Kelso served in the quarters. They are the parents
Republie,of Vietnam as'brigade of three sons, Thomas, Frank,
chaplain to Headquaters and and Albert.
Headquarters Company, 1st
Signal Brigade USASTRATFESTIVAL FUZZ
COM.
BUXTON, England (AP)
Chaplain Kelso enlisted in the
Army in October 1943, and saw Plainclothes police officers in
Derbyshire are in a crash train-active duty until April 1946.
instructs them
After graduating from Bettie ing course — it
of disguise for patrolCollege in 1951, he attended in the artfestivals.
The officers
Presbyterian ling. pop
Cumberlanff
dress and act like hippies while
Seminary for three years. From mingling with the crowds on
1954 to 1961 he was a minister pop sites.
various Cumberland
for
'Their job is to keep the
Presbyterian parishes in peace and to examine the psyKentucky and Tennessee. chology of fans:' a spokesman
During this seven year pertocli said.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—People
helping people is a perennial
tradition of rural life ind October is "Cooperative Month,"
an observance of one way
country people join together to
better - their mutual interests
and
way
of.
living.
G. Wendell -Ford prodiamed
the observance at a recent kickoff breakfast in Frankfort,
attended by state Agriculture
Commissioner Wendell P.
Butler and representatives of
various Kentucky cooperatives.
Cooperative Month is the first
of many activities planned by
cooperatives to follow this
year's theme: "Cooperatives
Serve."
According to the Kentucky
Council of Cooperatives, the
organizations serve in many
ways. They provide needed
rural leadership, work for the
best interests o(a large group of
people, provide rural jobs and
increase member and corn"inunity in(-ome. Cooperatives
also provide markets, farm
supplies, rural electricity and
tifephones, irrigation, housing,
insurance and many other vital
needs.
Butler said there are about
1000 rural electirC cooperatives.
iii the nation and that rural
telephone cooperatives serve
about two million Americans.
"The problems of agriculture
and rural America are too great
to be solved by individuals,"
"Through
Butler.
said
cooperatives, farmers can cut
costs of goods and supplies, and
provide services at costs which
thercan afford."
There are close to '55.000
farms in North Dakota, covering 42 million acres and providing jobs for about 33 of every
100 persons employed in the
state.

COLUMBUS. Ohio I AP),
— An infant is three to six
months behind in development — he isn't walking at an
age when other children are.
Usually, the parents of this
child can only wait to see if he
catches up with other children
But now, there is a program
at Ohio State University aimed
at helping "developmentally
delayed infants." as these children are called.
It is now serving seven such
children in an effort to develop
a model program for early identification of the problem and
training.
"Developmentally delayed
means the children are slow or
show a lag in areas of development." says Dr Ann S. Bard-

well, program director and an
associate professor of home
economics. About 10 per cent of
all babies born may fall in this
category, she said.
"After these children are
found in the fiopulation, then
programs could be started to
help them more fully develop
their mental and physical abilities at an early age," she adds.
Loyd Inglis. the program's
assistant director, said: "We
need to work with parents and
doctors to find infants that are
developing slowly, If they are
found before they are 2 years
old. there is real hope that they
can learn quickly and possibly
catch up to other children their
age The longer we wait to find
them, the less help we can give
The old practice of waiting until

SUMMER CLOSE-OUT
on all

they go to school is like something out of the Stone Age."
Whether a child is developmentally delayed can be determined through screening and
infant testing, says Ellen Nash,
coordinator of the infant learning center. "We would like to
develop recogni4able signs of
this condition so pediatricians.
parents, and others can detect
it, she said.
In the current program, the
children, who are between 12
and 24 months, take part in. a
2 1/2 hour learning experience
on weekdays. Mrs. Nash said.
"In addition, the mothers come
in once a week to learn stimulation techniques for their infants We also make a home
visit once a week to determine
any specific needs the family
and child might have

SAVINGS
IP to

LGOI.F EQUIPMENT 50% on all
',HITE STAG
"tr and SHOES
THERE WILL BE A
STREET
DANCE
THURSDAY NIGHT IN
THE
PARKERMeKENNEY PARKING
LOT. MUSIC WILL BE BY
WHIPPING POST.

WHOLESALE
GUN PRICES

TENNIS WEAR
REGISTER FOR
FREE GIFTS

1 Parker McKenney Athletics
1203 Chestnut

Murray, KY.

FAULTLESS GOODHEALTH

Open 9 a . m. to 5 p.m .

WATER BOTTLE
Wt. RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
Sole Starts Wednesday,

Ends Saturday

SOFT & DRY

Pain Tablets

SILK & SILVER

Non-Sting Anti-Perspirant

Toz. Spray

4„16 Reg.
1.00

Reg.

Ilk

$

1 16

'2.00 Sale III

Sale

PSSSST
Instant Shampoo

Hair Color Lotion

Choice of Regular or Unscented
3.3-oz.

Bottle of 100

CLAIROL

r

CLAIROL

GILLETTE

BUFFERIN

Hospital Report

are...

.age

WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER 4, 1972

The grange was
big social event

. be" Thomas._
and Randall
o, to three-year
entucky Bureau
• fairs; Robert
berland, and
Id, Frankfort, to
• in the bureau,
• •n, Winchester

iliendinent.
vote on the Ribicoff
:lent, however, height e prospects for Senate
II of all the reform
n a permanent national
Instead, the Senate is
o approve merely a twost of the various plans.
declared that both the
f
Nixon proposals
perpetuate defects in the
t welfare system.

Section
Two

Spray, Brush, Go!
Choice of
Regular or Oily

9

Reg.
1.75 Sale

PACQU INS

WELLA
SINEHAND CREAM
OFF
BALSAM
I
PePq0d
elg
Choice of Normal, Dry,
'ANSTANT HAIR
web
.R,
CONDITIONE 1.
.."Beautifies troubled hair
5,75-oz. Jar
imiarn in seconds."
PAEvtl' PEPSODENT SINE-OFF
is
tsttot „
t
Reg.
Reg.
g
HEADACHE
TOOTHPASTE SINUSTABLETS
7.00 sale,
Relieves sirus headache
Familyliii '635-0L
NEW
BRECK BASIC
and congestion.
NOTEX
Reg.
Feminine Napkins
Reg. 24 Tablets
HAIR SPRAY
24
SINUS
A OACHE
'TABLETS

SCRIPTO

VU-TANE
Refillable Butane Lighter
with FREE Scripto
Butane Fuel

54.93 Valve

Choice of Regular or Super

$ 99

Reg.
59' Sale39(P

—Box of 12

. __•Sa

MY OWN
FON WO/01N OM V

MY OWN
Hygiene Deodorant Spray
Choice of SPRAY MIST or Spray
powder.
3.5-oz.

76(p

h

96
s1.98

iPs

Reg.
1.50 Sole

Choice of Regular or Unscented
13-oz.

76„,

Reg.
1.49

THERAGRAN-M

54

1.09

Sale

RIOPAN
ANTACID SUSPENSION

High Potency Vitamins

Fresh Smooth Taste!

Formula with Minerals
•
Bottle of 180 with 60 FREE!

Reg.
14.50

$A88
Sale lir

12-oz. liquid

Reg.
51.69

Sale

6

'98'
Sale

‘1.1-
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IN Ins Warm.,

DIXIE FRESH

storey'sfoodeiaut

Grade A Large

EGGS

94;

Doz

BEE-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
We reserve the right to limit

$1100°0
ITS FUN!

REGISTER
and
WIN!
Drawing Every Saturday

Limit: 3 doz. with '7.50 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco and dairy roducts.

.•

at 3 p.m,
You Don't Have to Be
Present to Win

HYDE PARK

••.0-1-Cit

Gams Rules:

Each participant picks up TREASURE CHEST CARD at
Storeys and each week has the card punched at the storewhgp you pick up your card yOU also register for the
coolest--any person who is registered and whose
name is
drawn can win a yePr's supply of bread-but, to win the
'TREASURE CHEST cash Award you must
have had your
card punched that week • in the store-- No Purcnase
Required-No Obligation of any kind. You
don't have to be
present to win. Any adult is qualified to enter
and you need
only to register once and your name remains in our
drawing box. Every person must have his own Treasure
Chest Card punched and must have it
punched each week
to qualify for the cash award. When there is
no winner the
$1011.00 will be added to the following week's TREASURE
CHEST. If you have alreala registered, lust bring your
card in and have it punched.

BREAD

19

20-0z.
Ye

sto sw‘t't

Sizio

-(Limit-3)

Sttl

Instant

79

3-oz.
Jar,

N estea

Armour Testender

Pot Roas
GIANT SIZE

Baby Formula
i% a

13-ez.
Can

b11111 ac

Bologna

Chunk
Style

Golden Ripe

atots

Bananas

COUPON
COUPON NO. 111607
_ Limit one per family
, Limit one per family

Gold Medal

FLOUR
10-lb.

99t

bag
Expires 10-10-72
Good only at Storey's

Riverside

Expires 10-10-72
Good only at Store 's

Giant • Size

Cot:PON
limit mu. per famih

Giant
Size

COUPON
Limit one per family

39t

Expires 1040-72
Good only at Storey's

a

bQt
Expires 10-10-72
ynd only at Store

4,;01.;PON
Limit one per famil

Family Size

IVORY
COLD CRISCO
LIQUID POWER
OIL 09
49-oz. 59t
48-oz.

22-oz. bat.

•

bot

$

Expires 10-10-72
Good only at Storey's

SAVE $4.83

Lb.
.4'0UPON NO. 42995
Limit one per family

Fuller's

COUPON
Limit one per family -,

COUPON
Limit one per family

F° CLOROX
COFFEE CHEERIOS FLUF
SHORTENING
40-oz. box
10 oz box 3-lb
can

3-lb can
7

Expires IPll-72
Good only at Storey's

2
/
6
9
Expires 10-10-72
Good only at Storey's

69

Expires 115-1W72
Good only at Storey's

2

69'
Expires 11110-72
Cood only at Storey's

Lb.

TIE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

IN FREE CASH

E CHEST

ARMOUR TESTENDER

ROUND
STEAK
EMPLOYEES AND
IMMEDIATE FAMILY
/151 NOT ELIGIBLE TO WIN

Gems Rules:

Corenne Farris'
Card Was Not
Punched

ach participant picks up TREASURE CHEST CARD at
toreys and each week has the
punched at the storehw you pick up your card card
you also register for the
onfest-any person who is registered
and whose name is
rawn can win a yeAr's svely of bread-but,
to win the
TREASURE CHEST Cash Award you
must
have had your
ard punched that week in the store--No
Purchase
equired-No Obligation of any kind. You don't have to be
resent to win Any adult is qualified
to
enter
and
need
nly to register once arid your name remainsyou
in our
rawing box. Every pefsoe Most have his own Treasure
hest Card punched and must have it punched each week
o qualify for the cash award.
When there is no winner the
100..00 will be added to the
following week's TREASURE
NEST. If you have alrealy
ard in and have it puncnecl registered, lust bring your

ib

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

88

Prices good through 10/10/72

Reelfoot Arrowhead

3

12-oz

Franks

Pkg,

ARMOUR TESTENDER STANDING
Bigger &

Better Bar-B
-Q

an
dwiches
Frying Chicken Cut-Up

Famil Pack

Testender

Roast

'
Lb

98s

28'

Lk

100% PURE LEAN

Chops
Fresh Chicken

logna

Lb 38'

Thighs

Chunk
Style

FOLGER'S

COFFEE

Armour Tes
tender

1-Lb. Can
h coupon below)

(rl

I/E $4.83
COUPON
Limit one per family

1i

,-LOROX

COUPON
Limit one per family

Giant Size

2

AXION

40-oz. box

69t
Expires 10-10-72
(iood only at Store)'s

_

39t

Expires 10-10-72
tiood only at

Breast

COUPON NO. 45-R-15
Limit one per family

Reynold's

COUPON
Limit one per family

.

39t

Expires 10-10-72
Good only at Storey's

Lb.

COUPON
Limit one per family

COUPON
Limit one per family

Gelatin

BROWN- WINDEX
IN BAG 15-oz.
49t
can
10"x16-

Rump Roast

Fresh Chicken

With The

Expires 10-10-72
Good only at Storey's

JELL-O DREAM4/39t WHIP

.

-_,

39t

Expires io-io-n
Good only at stoeey,s

_

Expires 10-10-72
Good only.at Storey's

Boneless

COUPON
Limit one per family

22

COUPON
Limit one per family ,

Giant Size

M &M

VEL

CANDY

°.

t

8-oz.
pkg.

bat _439

Expires 10.10-72
Good only,at Storey's

&

351

Lb.

I OUPON
.COUPON NO. 14606
- - I imit me per famils
-Limit one per family ''

118
()UPON NO. 45-6-20
limit one per family

°LITE -REYNOLD'S
FLOUR 16-oz.L QUIDOt WRAP
! AVE
25-lb. $259
d'' Gold Medal

WI

bot

bag

1

with this coupon

200 roll $179

Exp res 10-10-12
Expires 10-10-72
vitpires 10-1042
Expires 10-10-72
Good only at Storey's _ Good-only at Storey's .,._ , .Good ii nly at StoireY's0"—Ilood only at Storey's
,
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Red Ink Showing On
-- Big Retail Chains

The Prim
Source of
In Murray
Calloway C

Europe
fears U.S.
on trade

locally, A&P is counterattacking. While its profits are
down, it's sales have turned. In
By THOMAS NUZUM
the six months through August
Copley News Service
they rose 12.3 per cent to $3.1
billion, largely because of
PARIS — Europeans are
WE0s.
bracing in case a transatlantic
In May 1971 A&P opened an
:dorm blows up.
outlet in Pennshaugen, N.J.
They wonder if Europe's ecothat it called a Warehouse
nomic boat won't be rocked by
Economy Outlet, otherwise
President Nixon's moves to
known by the acronym WEO. It
balance U.S. trade at the exwas designed to sell fast-movpease of Europe's, and to force
ing items at a low markup.
the European market for
open
THE PROOF OF THE PAST--Along with county
The lessons learned there
U.S. farmers.
records and old newspapers, the state Division of
were quickly applied to many
New fears spread when Mr.
Archives and Records preserves many historic
other stores. The acronym was
Nixon's special trade negotiaKentucky documents in its storage warehouse. Here,
borrower:11Po, although it is
tor William Eberle tacked a
Division Director Howard T. Goodpaster (left), and
strongly dissenting opinion onnow applied to the label
assistants William Hearn and Dr. Lewis Bellardo,
to recommendations of 12
"Where Economy Originates."
-wise men" who had been conexamine land grants signed by Thomas Jefferson and
Sometime this year all A&P
ferring for a year at the Paris
Patrick Henry, and an 1816 copy of a Lexington
stores will be WE0s.
headquarters of the OrganizaIn effect, A&P seems to benewspaper, "The Reporter." (Wayne Hundley Photo)
bon for Economic Cooperation
lieve it has magically derived
and Development.
wisdom from the absurd — that
These experts really were
Ann McGovern
you can lose on every sale but
DISCUSS FATHER'S CAMPAIGN—Sen.George McGovern's two daughters, Mrs.
unofficial representatives of
make it up in volume. It is losMary, hold the Senator's grandchildren, 4-month-old Kevin and 2-year17-year-old
and
right,
Mead,
Western European governnever been right about
ing, heavily, and doing so with
old Timothy,during interviesi in Washington, D.C. Mary says the polls "have
ments, Japan, Canada and the
enthusiasm, vigor and an unmy father before."
United States. So Eberle's disAP Wirephotoi
swerving dedication.
sent might be the death knell of
Clearly, it feels that immehopes for a trade and monetary
diate losses will be insignifiCant
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Do you records were under the custody agreement.
in comparison to long-term by chance know that Jefferson of the agencies of origin. Since
Concerning difficulties of the
gains. If stores are made more Countwissued only seven tavern space was scarce and their U.S. dollar, the 11 other
CHAPEL HILL, N.C.-(AP) —
efficient, if they acaornmodate licenses in 1847, or that Cum- value was often unappreciated, "sages" did agree with Eberle The housing shortage' at the hot, humid days, and it's a er, Hope says, he will look for
more conventional quarters, --critical consumers, if they offer berland County spent-$33.38 to the records usually received that there are two sides to the University of North Carolina good place to study.
Entertaining is a bit more but nothing elaborate. "I can
real bargains then customers feed prisoners in the county
coin.
They
recommended
that
has driven many students "up difficult.
.14_ inadequate care,
live in places where other
should flock back. And they that. year?
"Similar problems still exist countries with trade surpluses the
It's driven Chip"I had seven people up here people couldn't store a sink
surplus
to
divert
some
of
their
are.
Samples • from Ripley's today," said Goodpaster.
Hope up a tree.
for a party," he said. "And case," he said.
A&P can afford to wlge such "Believe It or Not?" No, just -We've retrieved many county plug America's trade deficit.
Hope, 21, arrived—it school some were kind of hanging on
In his career at Chapel Hill,
In
other
words,
they
ada battle because, despite its some of the millions of facts records from trucks headed for
this term for his junior year the edges, and some were wor- he reports having lived in a
mitted that there is some merit
troubles in recent years, its about Kentucky stored.dn. the disposal units."
•
to Washington's contention that and decided that doubling up in ried about • whether the plat- dormitory,a house,a fraternity
debt structure and cash posi- state Archives and Records
The division is authorized to America cannot export more a single room wasn't for him. form would hold together."
room, a fraternity basement
tion are extremely healthy. Center.
make a continuing survey of unless other countries reduce He found a place to lay his
d a fraternity closet.
When the weather turns coolQuite likely it can absorb losses
According to Howard T. local and state government
head midway up a 40-foot pethat would destroy smaller Goodpaster, director of the records; establish retention and barriers keeping out U.S. can tree in a grove about
five
goods.
companies.
Division of Archives and disposal schedules for records;
minutes from the campus.
experts
also
conceded
The
It is that latter possibility Records in the state Depart- assist state. and local governChip's $20 home is a six-foot
that it is contrary' to principles
that could spring stinie reper- ment of,Finance, a document mental agencies in records
of free trade for Europe to re- square wooden platform. It has
cussions for A&P even before it has archival value if it is management; and oversee
tain tariffs that keep out U.S. a green tarp that keeps out
can completely carry out its historically, legally, ad- microfilming of records.
food, the main thing that the some of the rain and a rope
plans. Some competitors are all ''ininistratively or scientifically
Documents and records are United States produces more ladder, but no walls or elecbut claiming A&P's practice significant and has a retention
BILL McKEEL & SON RETAIL DISTRIBUTOR, ROUTE 5,
stored according to their Un-' efficiently and at lower cost tricity. "This is not the place
constitutes unfair, maybe ille- need of at least 10 years.
BOX 2360, MURRAY, KY., will take great pleasure in
for
someone
who
tosses
and
portance,soine being kept for 10 than anybody else.
gal, competition.
bringing ALL-JERSEY dairy products to your door at the
"We secure and maintain
But most of the Europeans turns in his sleep," he says.
One, the Bohack Corp., based state records so that historians years, some for infinity.
same low prices that you have previously paid.
He
calls
his
abode
"Antler
that
throwing
open
contended
"Our
county-records
in New York, has called the big and researchers, • as well as
Lodge,"
after
a
society
crops
now
he
bedoor
to
U.S.
the
chain's moves desperate and it state and local governments, warehouse is frequently visited
.We will continue our fine service delivering these top quality
would force too many small longed to while in ,high school.
placed blame for its own losset' qn have quick use of:them," by people seeking marriage, European farmers off the land, It's
ALL-JERSEY products to your home:
a
blue
readequipped
with
divorce and death records for
on the larger chain's "cutcreate
widespread
unempleying
pillow,
a
Goodpaster said.
goosedown
sleepgsnealogical purposes," said
throat" practices.
ing bag, some foam rubber
Such maintenance of records division employe William ment and unrest.
Butter
Homogenized Whole Milk
So food tariffs should be re- pads, a candle and an alarm
has not always been in effect. Hearn."Many people also want
Oleo Margarine
2 Percent Low Fat Milk
European
formed
later
than
clock.
Some
friendly
neighbors
Legislative to know about military
state
The
/
1
2&/
1
2 Coffee Cream
Magic I Low Fat Milk
Research Commission launched records—whether their .. great- farms have grown big and effi- let him use their bathroom in a
SALT TALK
Sour
Cream
Skim
Milk
cient enough to withstand U.S. nearby house.
lithe salt in the oceans and a study a the-archives problem great-great grandfather fought • competition, it was suggested.
Whipping Cream
Chocolate Milk
The
Charlotte,
N.C.,
native
seas could be removed and in 1957', and legislation 'enacted in the Civil War or the War of
Ice Cream Mix
Buttermilk
That might take a century at says there were really three
spread evenly over-the earth's in 1958 created archives and 1812." ,
DipS
Orange
Juice
reasons for his decision to live
the present rate
• land surfaetivi--it would-tarn:LA ecords-marvagement programs
Althoi_gh _genealogy
Yogurt
Grapefruit Juice
-in
a
tree-It
to.
was
hard
find.
3
1t-tias
taken
20
years.
•
_
layer more than 500 feet thick for both state an-d- Tr:kat lure, of the archives, -several
Egg
Lemonade
N4g
— about the height of the Wash- government,
other attractions can be found France's farms, the biggest in other accommodations in the
Boiled Custard
Lemon Drink
Western Europe, to increase in crowded university community;
ington Monument.
Before the storage center was there.
Coffee Pal
Orange Drink
size from an average of 40 those that were available were
established in 1964, state
'Not only does the centeitiavg
Cottage Cheese
acres to 50. Farms three times. ,r ns'ye; and he likes
records of,the first /man ever that--size are considered too
For further information concerning your present home
"I must have
put into a penal institutibii in ,small to be efficient in the treehouses.
delivery, if you are already a customer, or the beginning of a
built six of them when I was a
Kentucky, but also an original United States.
new home delivery, if you wish to become a regular
kid," he said.
bindgr an signed by Thomas
The report "clearly defines
customer, PHONE 753-1310 or contact the milkman that
His
leafy
bower,
he
says,
has
Jefferson and a survey records the issues" and can serve as a
delivers to your home area.
some advantages.,It's. cool on
written by Daniel Boone.
stepping-stone over the present
(Murray Only)
Documents are stored in trade and monetary distorThank-you for letting us serve Murray and Calloway County
metal boxes and coded ac- tions, commented Eberle.
with ALL-JERSEY dairy products.
cording to National Archive
But the experts disagreed
Service standards.
whether to take the necessary
The center has two storage steps now or later, he comA typical single-fanuly home
warehouses with a total plained.
requires 12,000 board feet of
capacity of approximately
Despite the deadlock, Wash- lurriber and 5,000 square feet of
100,000 cubic feet. Currently ington hopes to wrest commit- plywood. It is estimated that
there are 40,000 cubic feet of ments from the Europeans lumber consumption in the
archival holdings and 23,000 soon to take the necessary U.S. will set a record of 46 bilwith
Gravy,
3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes
cubic feet of non-archival steps in the course of the next lion board feet in 1972.
records with. a retention value 10 to 15 years, Eberle told this
About 30 to 35 billion board
Cole Slaw, Rolls
feet of lumber will be used in
of less than 10 years holdings.? reporter.
Serious negotiations cannot housing and other construction
-If not to be kept fiat infinity,
COLONEL SAN-OERS'RECIPE7
•the'records are destroyed wher1,. start until April, he said, after in 1972.
their period of retnetion is over.L- the U.S., French and Japanese
are past. The real
unleSs the agency involved elections
crunch will come then, Europerequests otherwise.'Disposal is
an business magazines are preaccomplished by shredding or dicting.
Phone 753-7101
12th & Sycamore
burning.
Eberle's criticism of Europe
"Everything used to be
319 North Main,
disposed of by burning," said is in part a preelection
Benton, Ky.
Goodpaster. "But now certain. maneuver to show U.S. farmrequire
siime ers that the Nixon administrastatutes
FAMOUS BRAND CLOTHING'AT LOW OUTLET PRICES
documents to be shredded. tion is going to bat for them,
the French daily
`-Doing our thing for recycling, alleged
France Soir.
Ladies 100 Percent Polyester Double Knit Slacks-Reg.$16.00 Only $6.99
you know."
But Eberle was also serving
Ladies Elephantleg Jeans for Only $5.50
With a steady flow of state notice on European governLadies Blazer Pant Suits ( real sharpm $20.00
and local government records ments that. Mr. Nixon would
Lots of Very Famous Brand Dresses to Choose From
coming into the center, storage "play his cards terribly close to
spa& will one day become his vest in the trade negotiascarce and the diyision is4ur- tions opening next -year," said
ning to computer '.technology that newspaper.
Men's First Quality ,
Take a good look at the newspaper you're holding. Without oil, it
and microfilming to solve the
100
Percent Polyester
there.
might not be
prliblem.
Double Knit Slacks
From the film in the press camera to the rollers in the presses—today's
microfilliting 'already is
REAL UNDERGROUND
Reg. $20.00
'
newspapers depend on products that come from oil. Even the ink comes
in use, but the computer is shit
ROCK
‘.
$11.99
in the planning stag,.
:from oil.
LONDON (API — Seven gi, "We hope to have bll our ant underg,round tunnels, earTo get a newspaper out takes a lot of energy too. And 75% of all our
markedrby the goveinment and
holdings on computer within the
energy comes from oil and natural gas (including 40% of our electricity).
London Transport for use in the
1st Qualav Knit Shirts
--,
--next
couple
of
years
so
that_
But today, we're using-ffiese petroleum fuels faster than we arefinding
Reg, 10.00-14.00
,print-nuts will be available to' extension of the city's tube
them. That's why America-fase.e-an Energy Gap.
Our Prim $1.99
anyone," Goodpaster said. train System next year, are
tieing sought for different uses
We're your local oil companies. Working to bridge the.growing Energy
•'What better iiiepod to present
Youth organizations have asked
Gap. Because it shouldn't be news to anyone that a country that runs on
the old in a new way?"
officials for permission-te stage`
oil can't afford to run short.
"pop concerts and amateur dra-.
manes in the tunnels, built dur.Ls of Knit Sport Coats to Choose From at $19,
LABEL LOVE
95-$39.95
Secend World War as air
Jus7:1cyeeisoteedr Large
PETERBOROUGH, England ing the
geS
nhipmper
fiic
ainttsof$S
71.ighUy
99 skIirirtesgs
o41b9r9,100 Percent
shelters"
raid
i AP) —Pensioner Bert StandDouble
A youth_ hostel association
For more information, write
en, 76. has coined a new word
Coats $19.95 to.$29.95
:nt-Petrcl.im COuncii_
tabology It 'means the art t4 also wants to house penniless
in
the
shelters
during
Students
-eottectmg labels off whisky-4re—
2125 Commonwealth Bldg
months. ,Officials. are
Beacuae of the Very Low Prices,We Cannot Advertiseties So far Bert has collected summer
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By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK AP — The
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea
Co. released its quarterly statement a few days ago. While the
results weren't what a food
shopper might have guessed,
they were exactly what competitors had forecast: A big
loss.
This isn't the only food chain
casualty either. The red ink is
showing on the hides of a few
other retailers also, as they too
become caught up in the consumer-business -government
battle to restrain rising food
prices.
Few shoppers are aware of
the vicious price competition
that has now enveloped many
'food retailers and,furthermore,
they hardly care except when it
means a bargain to them. Most
shoppers feel the bargains are
too few.
This may be so, but the fact
is that most chains now make
less than one cent on each dollar of sales, and some earn less
than one-half cent. A&P last
year made one-quarter cent,on each dollar.
The poor showing of A&P
didn't develop overnight. For
several years it has been
'caught in a sales-profit bind
that it couldn't break. Outdated
and poorly situated' butlets,
combined with hidebound ways,
contributed.
The annual reports tell the
story. In the fiscal year ended
Feb. 28, 1970 the 4,200-store
chain reported sales of $5.75
billion. A year later the figure
was $90 million lower. And on
Feb. 28 this year it fell to $5.51
_ billion.
Profits went the same way,
----from $53.3 million in 1970 to
450.1 million in 1971 to $14.6
million this year. Since February it has lost $41.6 million.
Not all chains have had the
same poor fortune, and this
fact has much to do with the
fierce competition. Safeway
Stores, Inc. pushed its profits
up to $80.2 million in 1971 from
$68.9 million a year earlier.
Safeway's sales volume probably is even more significant.
In )970 it reported sales of $4.9
billion. Last year the figure
jumped to $5,36 billion. Volume
this .year is soaring, and Safeway
has
already
made
tentative claims to being America's No. 1 food retailer.
Thus goaded nationally and
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